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Chapter 271 Dong Nianshuang’s Love 
Lang Ruoxian walks among a group of people. He notices Dong Nianshuang’s 
gaze and tilts his head to glance. 

“Lang Ruoxian…” Hua Yan also sees him. 

Dong Nianshuang almost stands up and goes to greet Lang Ruoxian, but she 
doesn’t do so, not because she refrains in time, but because Lang Ruoxian 
turns a blind eye to her after glancing at her and goes straight out. 

“What’s wrong with you?” Hua Yan sees her eyes suddenly become dim and 
wonders. “Have you met Lang Ruoxian?” 

Dong Nianshuang immediately shakes her head. “No, I suddenly feel sick in 
my stomach.” 

“Does it matter?” 

“I am fine. It’s an old problem.” 

Dong Nianshuang takes a glance secretly and sees that Lang Ruoxian has 
left the hotel without looking at her from beginning to end. 

“Do you have to go to the hospital?” Seeing her look so pale, Hua Yan asks 
again, “Is your stomach not good at ordinary times?” 

“Actors all have such professional illness.” Dong Nianshuang pats her face 
and looks like gathering her energy. “Drinking something hot, I will be fine. By 
the way, it seems that Tang Consortium hasn’t run well recently.” 

Hua Yan calls the waiter to serve her a cup of hot cocoa. “It’s not very good. 
Even if it can survive, it will be weakened.” 

“Have they offended anyone?” Dong Nianshuang lowers her voice and asks 
curiously. “I heard from the director in the crew that Tang Family was 
avenged.” 

Hua Yan smiles. “Who do you think in Yanjing can retaliate against their 
family?” 



“Is it…” Dong Nianshuang covers her mouth. “It can’t be? Isn’t that one who 
has always been good to Tang Duo?” 

“However good he treats Tang Duo, he will treat his own children better.” Hua 
Yan raises his hand to touch her head. “So curious?” 

Dong Nianshuang smiles shyly. “You know, I used to be jealous of Tang Duo. 
She was so beautiful and had a good family background. In fact, I wanted to 
be friends with her at first, but unfortunately our two families would never be 
friends.” 

Seeing Hua Yan keep silence, Dong Nianshuang thinks of something. “Sorry, 
shouldn’t I mention Tang Family in front of you…” 

“It’s OK. It’s all over.” Hua Yan smiles. “What do you think about the 
engagement I just said?” 

Dong Nianshuang pauses and lifts up with a sweet smile. “I don’t mind! You 
can set a date, but you’d better set it at the end of the year or early next year.” 

Hua Yan thinks the date is a bit late. He just frowns, and then Dong 
Nianshuang goes on saying. 

“I have too much work to do in the second half of the year. Both movies will be 
filmed in remote mountains and forests. At the end of the year, there will be an 
award ceremony and I have to go abroad to shoot advertisements. So the 
time is too short, you know I have out of the circle for more than a year and 
now I have to increase my exposure rate.” 

Hua Yan thinks for a moment. “OK, then don’t choose the end of this year, for 
it’s too cold. We just set it in next April and you remember to spare the time.” 

“OK!” Dong Nianshuang folds her hands. “I hope I can get an award by the 
end of the year. This is the best engagement gift I will give to myself.” 

Hua Yan looks at her as if he looks at a child. “You will certainly succeed. You 
will definitely become a movie queen!” 

When Tang Yu comes to meet Lang Ruoxian, he is extremely cordial, as if 
they were not the ones who had caused so much trouble to the second 
branch of Tang Family. 



“Ruoxian, think it over. If you sign on this, you will lose more than a billion 
yuan!” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at him and signs his name without hesitation. “If I don’t 
sign it, how will you explain to Uncle?” 

“Ah, you young people are impatient!” Tang Yu takes the document over. He 
looks at it carefully and hands it to his assistant. “You say, why did you 
provoke Tang Rui?” 

“My dad loves my youngest brother most, otherwise this time your company 
will not be like this…” 

Lang Ruoxian raises his eyebrows. “I don’t quite understand what cousin 
means.” 

“Haha! You know it very well in your heart.” Tang Yu stands up, “Well, I won’t 
hold you up. Since the contract has been signed, I shall go first. However, 
there is a saying that there is no eternal enemy, and I hope we can have a 
good cooperation next time.” 

Lang Ruoxian makes a gesture of asking him to leave and Shu Sheng shows 
Tang Yu out. 

“Young Master, is he warning you?” 

“Not him, but Tang Ming.” Lang Ruoxian throws away his pen. “Don’t worry 
about the first branch of Tang Family. Tang Ming will leave office soon. They 
will be busy enough with their own affairs.” 

Shu Sheng nods. “How about the money?” 

“Leave it.” Lang Ruoxian knocks on the table. “It’s not time to use it. What is 
the most profitable project for the company now?” 

“We have been the agent of the luxurious furniture abroad. At present, its 
market share in the luxurious market has reached 40%.” Shu Sheng puts a 
contract on the table. “A flagship store will open the day after tomorrow. The 
public relation office hopes that you will go there in person.” 

Lang Ruoxian nods. “OK, you can arrange it.” 



Tang Consortium’s shares have plummeted. Lang Ruoxian’s appearance in 
public can appease those shareholders. Moreover, the flagship store opens in 
Tang Consortium’s shopping mall, and even the shopping mall can get 
publicized. 

“But…” Shu Sheng glances at him. “Dong Nianshuang will go there, too. She 
is the spokesperson.” 

Lang Ruoxian doesn’t say a word with a cold face. Although he stands with 
Dong Nianshuang on the opening day, he had no communication with her and 
even doesn’t look at her. When the reporter takes the photos, he asks the two 
to be closer to each other to show intimacy. But the reporter is so frightened 
by Lang Ruoxian’s cold stare that he almost throws the camera out. 

“Mr. Lang…” When it finishes, Dong Nianshuang stops Lang Ruoxian in the 
parking lot and looks at him with grievance. “Mr. Lang, are you dissatisfied 
with me as the spokesperson?” 

Lang Ruoxian steps back and stays away from her. “It’s not the first time you 
know that our family are not satisfied with you.” 

Dong Nianshuang is stunned. “You’re not a member of Tang Family…” 

“My wife is, so am I.” Lang Ruoxian looks at him impatiently. “Your contract 
with our company is only one year. If you are anxious, you can break the 
contract. I will not ask you to pay the liquidated damages.” 

Dong Nianshuang’s heart seems to be blocked with a stone and she cannot 
breathe. “Lang Ruoxian! You hate me so much? Or because Tang Duo said 
something in front of you?” 

“You are sick.” Lang Ruoxian simply glances at her coldly and lifts his feet to 
get into the car. 

Dong Nianshuang suddenly bends down. Lang Ruoxian thinks that she is 
about to fall and stops immediately. But the woman only raises her hand, and 
then glares at him with red eyes, leaving. 

“Young Master, there seems to be a reporter.” Shu Sheng notices a light in a 
car not far away, but the car has already left. 



Lang Ruoxian looks sullenly. “Watch out, if someone rumors online, you must 
remove those posts immediately.” 

When he gets home, he is still dark-faced. Bai Susu thinks that he is angry 
because of the company’s business. But Yan Hua knows him very well. When 
she sees the appearance of his going crazy, she knows that someone must 
have provoked him. 

“Who offended you?” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at his son beside the dining table. Gungun is busy eating, 
but he listens with all ears. He must be eavesdropping on adults. 

“Gungun, go to do your homework after eating.” 

Gungun looks up at Lang Ruoxian seriously. “Dad, tomorrow there will be an 
exam, so today there is no homework.” 

“Then don’t you need to review?” Lang Ruoxian thinks that his silly but sweet 
son has become more and more disobedient recently. 

“I never review!” Gungun puts down the bowl. “Have you ever seen anyone 
who can score 60 still need review?” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at Yan Hua, and Yan Hua shrugs. “Your son scores about 
60 every time. Don’t you know?” 

He really doesn’t know… 

“Then you go to play.” Lang Ruoxian puts down his chopsticks. Gungun still 
wants to challenge his father but he is dragged away by Wuyou. 

Bai Susu coughs twice. “Gungun doesn’t like to learn. I think he just needs to 
have good values. Look at Tang Cao, he also failed the exams when he was a 
kid.” 

Lang Ruoxian is speechless. His unlucky brother-in-law is also not here today. 

When the couple close their room door in the evening, Lang Ruoxian tells Yan 
Hua that he met Dong Nianshuang in the opening of the store. He looks to 
feel sick about her. 



Yan Hua thinks for a few seconds, and glares. “I think that she really likes 
you!” 

When she finishes saying, she feels cold around. It seems that the 
temperature in the room quickly drops. 

“What are you thinking…” Yan Hua tugs at the man’s sleeve and Lang 
Ruoxian looks at her gloomily. “I am thinking how to kill her.” 

Yan Hua laughs drily. “Well, let’s talk about Gungun!” 

“I don’t mind how many points he gets in the exam, but he has to learn as long 
as he stays in the school.” This is the minimum requirement of Lang Ruoxian. 

“Don’t worry. It’s not like that.” Yan Hua says, “He just writes so much on the 
exam. It seems that he will finish writing if he can score about 60 points. I 
asked him why not just write nothing. He said that failing the exam would 
affect the teacher’s bonus.” 

Lang Ruoxian rubs his eyebrows. “How about Wuyou?” 

“Every time she will score 100…” 

Only later does Lang Ruoxian know that even if his son finishes doing all the 
paper, he won’t be able to score 100, that is but only 80 or so. Yan Hua thinks 
this is normal. After all, when he tested IQ in his childhood, Gungun was just 
an ordinary child. 

If an ordinary person doesn’t work hard, his performance will naturally be 
mediocre. 

Knowing that Gungun has not wasted his time in school, Lang Ruoxian 
doesn’t talk to his son, but when the summer vacation begins, Gungun comes 
to him though he doesn’t go to talk to Gungun. This is a later story. Let’s talk 
about the headline of the next day first. 

“Young Master, someone has released the photos of you and Dong 
Nianshuang.” Early in the morning, Shu Sheng shows Lang Ruoxian the 
photos on the Internet. 

In the photos, he is very close to Dong Nianshuang. Dong Nianshuang’s 
hands are on his shoulder. The two seem very intimate. 



“It is a dislocation photo-taking.” Shu Sheng says, “We have already let them 
remove the photos, but someone acts more quickly than us.” 

Hua Yan hangs up and calls Dong Nianshuang. 

“Don’t worry. I’ve handled all the photos online.” 

“Well, I know it’s a dislocation photo-taking.” 

“It’s OK. What time will you finish work in the evening? I will pick you up. OK! 
See you tonight.” 

Dong Nianshuang puts down her mobile phone and looks at herself in the 
mirror. Suddenly she throws the hairpin on her head onto the ground. 

“Sister Nianshuang…” The young assistant just comes in and gets a fright. 

Dong Nianshuang covers her chest and gasps for several times. “It’s okay. 
Call a makeup artist to help me comb my hair again.” 

“Oh… OK.” 

She doesn’t want to cheat herself. She loves Lang Ruoxian. She loves a 
married man! 

“Haha…” Dong Nianshuang smiles. “Tang Duo, why do all the men I like have 
something to do with you, formerly Hua Yan, now Lang Ruoxian…” 

She clenches her fist firmly and then loosens it. “But it doesn’t matter. Hua 
Yan could abandon you at that time, and so can Lang Ruoxian. I don’t believe 
that I will never compete with you!” 
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Chapter 272 Send You to Shaolin Temple 
On the evening of the summer vacation begins, Gungun calls Lang Ruoxian 
into the study. 

“Dad, what’s going on is a conversation between men.” The little boy was 
sulky and serious. 

Lang Ruoxian hears Lulu scratching the door outside the study. 



“Your dog is looking for you.” 

“I know, but this is the conversation between men. Lulu is a girl so it is not 
convenient for her to listen.” 

Lang Ruoxian is speechless. 

The voice of Wuyou comes from outside the door, and soon there is quiet. 

“Dad, you help me find a place to learn martial arts. I want to learn Kungfu.” 
Gungun says. 

Lang Ruoxian looks at his son and narrows his eyes. “Then you should go to 
Shaolin Temple. In Shaolin Temple, monks practice Kungfu every day.” 

“That is not OK.” Gungun refuses without thinking. “I’m going to marry Wuyou 
as my wife in the future, so I can’t be a monk.” 

“Why do you want to learn Kungfu?” Lang Ruoxian walks to the window. 

Gungun follows and says quickly. “I can’t let Wuyou protect me every time I 
encounter danger. I don’t want her to get hurt anymore.” 

“But the value of her existence is to protect you.” When Lang Ruoxian finishes 
speaking, his silly but sweet son is surprised. “What is called the value of 
existence?” 

Indeed as expected… Not smart enough! 

Lang Ruoxian does not doubt his intelligence quotient. But he suspects that of 
Yan Hua’s. Perhaps his wife is not very smart. Just her families see beauty in 
their eyes. 

“Mom said that I could marry Wuyou as my wife in the future. Of course, I 
should protect my own wife myself.” Although Gungun doesn’t understand the 
meaning of that sentence just now, intuition tells him that it is not good. 

“Dad, you don’t like Wuyou, do you?” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at his son and asks him in a few seconds. “I don’t dislike 
her. She is my daughter. But are you sure that you can always like Wuyou? 
When you grow up and meet other girls, what about Wuyou?” 



“No, I won’t!” Gungun waves. “Other girls are not Wuyou. Only Wuyou is my 
wife.” 

Lang Ruoxian rubs his eyebrows and finds that he can’t make sense to his 
son. The little kid still doesn’t understand the so-called love. He just insists on 
sticking the title of wife to Wuyou. 

It’s nothing to Gungun, but to Wuyou… 

If Wuyou also believes what Gungun said, she thinks herself will be his wife in 
the future. Once Gungun discovers the person he really loves is not Wuyou, 
what about Wuyou? 

“Well, then I’ll send you to a place where only you can go. You can’t see us 
and you have depend on yourself to leave there.” Lang Ruoxian decides to 
promise his son. After all, he is a selfish man. Between Gungun and Wuyou, 
he chooses Gungun. 

“Where are you sending your son?” Yan Hua knows that the father and son 
have a private talk this evening, but she doesn’t know that it will cause her son 
to leave home. 

“I am ready to take the children to go on vacation.” 

Lang Ruoxian hugs her. “It is his request to send him abroad.” 

“Is it the place Fei Yi has introduced?” Yan Hua really can’t guess what kind of 
secret training base Lang Ruoxian can know. 

Lang Ruoxian’s eyes are gloomy. “Do you think that Fei Ying is more amazing 
than me?” 

“No, no, no, of course you are more amazing than him!” Yan Hua kisses him 
fawningly. 

Then she is pressed on the bed by the man. When it is over, she asks again 
with her eyes closed, moaning and groaning. 

“Where do you want to send Gungun on earth? Is it safe?” 

Lang Ruoxian kisses her. “Don’t worry. It’s just a place for some children to 
keep fit.” 



Yan Hua doesn’t believe him very much. She looks at the man’s eyes very 
seriously the next morning and says, “Listen, your son is only eight years old. 
If it were me, I would take him to the gym instead of some strange base.” 

“It’s almost like a gym.” Lang Ruoxian promises. “It’s only outdoors. Isn’t it all 
said that we should be close to nature now?” 

Yan Hua hears him say so and has to threaten him. “Anyway, I tell you. If 
there is anything bad happens to Gungun, not to mention me, mom, dad and 
grandma will chop you up to eat first.” 

When the couple go downstairs, the three elders stare at them. 

“Did you promise Gungun?” Tang Yao asks, “He said he would go abroad by 
himself?” 

Bai Susu strongly disagrees. “How old is he? He isn’t sensible. Neither of you 
aren’t sensible?” 

“Mom, please tell Gungun that you disagree. We don’t want him to go, either. 
If you can persuade him, it is better.” Yan Hua spreads out her hands. It is the 
first time for her to know that her silly but sweet son is so persistent. 

Naturally they can’t persuade him. No one can persuade him. No promise will 
make him change his mind. Even when they tell him that he cannot carry Lulu 
with him, he agrees. 

“I’ll go, too.” In the end, Wuyou says so. 

Bai Susu and other elders are at the end of their wits. Yan Hua feels that she 
can’t persuade Gungun but she can persuade Wuyou. She is about to 
disagree, but the man aside says. 

“Go. You two can company each other.” 

Bullsh*t! Yan Hua is angry. 

Three days later, Lang Ruoxian boards the plane with Gungun and Wuyou 
himself. Yan Hua leads Lulu to the airport to see them off. Lulu seems to know 
that Gungun is leaving and has been whining. 



“Lulu, listen to Mom’s words. We’ll be back soon!” Gungun especially has no 
burden. He has no idea what he is going to face. He also says goodbye to 
Lulu in an innocent and lovely way. 

Lang Ruoxian looks at Yan Hua. Yan Hua has been ignoring him since he 
also agreed Wuyou to go. 

“You still don’t want to talk to me?” The man cheekily hugs her. “I am going 
abroad, far away. In case…” 

“Shut up!” Yan Hua hears him speak more and more inappropriately. She 
interrupts him harshly. “You… You arrange the children well and give me a 
video phone call when you arrive. I want to see where they live and what the 
base looks like.” 

Lang Ruoxian laughs in a low voice. “OK!” 

Lulu is already half a year old. Compared with the small-ball-size when she 
first arrived, she is now just as tall as an adult’s shank. Yan Hua takes the 
hauling rope and Lulu turns back repeatedly to bark at the security check. 

“Lulu, be a good girl. We’ll take a shower for you and go home.” Yan Hua 
says, seeing a lot of reporters gather at the gate of the airport who are holding 
cameras and microphones to rush towards a car that has just stopped. 

She estimates that to be some star, so she takes a detour to stand farther, 
waiting for the driver to pick her up. 

Dong Nianshuang sees Yan Hua as soon as he gets off the car. She feels a 
burst of contempt when she sees Yan Hua leading a black rural dog. 

“Dong Nianshuang, look here!” 

“Nianshuang, you look very beautiful today. How do you feel about going to Mi 
Country to be a guest performer this time?” 

Reporters surround her. Her agent and bodyguards escort her into the airport. 
Dong Nianshuang looks at Yan Hua on the side of the road again. An idea 
occurs to her and she suddenly starts to move to the left. 

“Nianshuang?” The agent looks at her, feeling puzzled. 



Dong Nianshuang pretends not to see her puzzled expression and says, “The 
light here is good, and we can take nice photos. Please come here and take 
pictures for me!” 

Yan Hua notices that the crowd are getting closer and closer. She frowns and 
moves a few steps to the left. But all of a sudden the crowd come towards her. 
Lulu is frightened and starts barking. 

“Lulu!” Yan Hua quickly picks it up. 

Her bodyguards who have been following her take actions and push away the 
two reporters who are about to step on Yan Hua. 

“Oh dear!” The reporters let out a cry. 

Everyone turns to look, noticing Yan Hua. 

“Miss Tang?” Dong Nianshuang looks at her in surprise. “Sorry, there are too 
many people and I don’t see you.” 

The reporter who was pushed originally wants to complain about it, but seeing 
Yan Hua’s beautiful face and hearing Dong Nianshuang’s addressing to her, 
he immediately recognizes who she is. 

“Miss Tang, reporters didn’t mean to do so. Please don’t mind. I apologize for 
them…” But before Dong Nianshuang finishes apologizing, Yan Hua has 
gotten into a car that just stops. Yan Hua doesn’t look at her from beginning to 
end. 

Dong Nianshuang looks very pale, but she doesn’t forget her purpose, so she 
squeezes out a smile and says to the reporters. 

“Are you all right? With such a status, Miss Tang is inevitably somewhat 
arrogant, and we are all used to it.” She thinks that the reporters will be 
dissatisfied with Tang Duo. But she doesn’t expect that the reporters nod 
repeatedly and two of them even say excitedly. 

“Ah!! It’s the first time I’ve seen Miss Tang so close. She’s so beautiful, even 
more beautiful than the pictures!” 

“And she hasn’t done any plastic surgery on her face at all. Oh my God! How 
can someone be born to be so beautiful!” 



Dong Nianshuang leaves with a dark face, even forgetting having paid the 
reporters to let them take her photos at the airport. In spite of this, she still 
holds a little hope to see if anyone will report this matter online to blame Tang 
Duo, but the Internet is calm until the next night. 

She cannot help but scold the reporters to be craps. She thinks of Tang Duo’s 
face and the way Tang Duo looks at her, which is exactly the same as the way 
Lang Ruoxian looks at her. 

An abhorrent gaze of indifference. 

“No! I can’t make her to live so peacefully!” Dong Nianshuang thinks and 
takes out a spare phone card to call hired supporters, but several studios 
refuse to accept the job to criticize Tang Duo. 

No one dares to offend Tang Family. Dong Nianshuang drops her mobile 
phone. She is still not popular enough. When she reaches the top of the 
entertainment circle, she will have her own hired supporters and will never 
have to hire others to do what she wants to do! 

After Lulu taking a shower, they just go home. On the way home, Bai Susu 
calls her and tells her that Hua Yating gave birth to a son in the middle of the 
night yesterday. 

“Are we going to visit her?” 

Bai Susu lets her go home first. Yan Hua just hears her father crying when 
she goes back. 

“Why should we go to visit her? The relationship of our two families has 
already been broken. Why should we go?” 

Chang Pei’e looks up and sees Yan Hua. “You are back!” 

“Grandma, I don’t recommend going, either.” Yan Hua lets Lulu go. Lulu runs 
in and rolls on everyone’s legs until everyone touches it. Then she runs to 
drink water. 

Chang Pei’e answers. “I didn’t say I was going, but your father thought so and 
cried.” 



“Now that we are going to offend each other openly, there is no need to boast 
family affection.” Bai Susu asks Chang Pei’e, “What about the birthday gift? 
We don’t have to give anything?” 

“I shall give.” Chang Pei’e smiles. “I previously prepared a gold lock. I shall 
ask the driver to deliver it.” 

Three days later, Lang Ruoxian comes back and films a routine of Gungun’s 
training, on which more than a dozen children run and climb among the trees. 
Yan Hua saw it before. This is just to reassure the elders. 

Without the two children accompanying, Chang Pei’e is listless. Later, Bai 
Susu and Tang Yao simply take Chang Pei’e to the mountains of Chuan 
Province to avoid summer heat. They also take Lulu. Tang Cao, who has 
been playing outside, is called back to send them there. 

For the first time, Yan Hua accompanies Lang Ruoxian to a dinner party. 
Because the partner also brings his wife, the dinner atmosphere is very 
harmonious and the contract is finalized after they have dined and wined to 
satiety. 

But when they come out, they meet Tang Rui. In another word, enemies are 
bound to meet on a narrow road. 
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Chapter 273 Completely Offend Each Other Openly 
Because Hua Yating gave birth to a child, Tang Rui was finally set free. He 
stayed in the hospital for a whole day yesterday, and today he can’t wait to 
run out. After two months of suppressing sensual passion, his friend specially 
arranges a young model for him tonight. 

Now he is hugging the young model downstairs, and he sees Lang Ruoxian 
coming out of the other side. 

“You go first, because we meet a friend to say hello. We will specifically 
discuss the follow-up problems later in our company.” Lang Ruoxian sends 
the cooperation partner away, and sees Tang Rui who has been a few steps 
away from them, staring at him with fierce eyes. 

“How come your company still has business?” 



Lang Ruoxian ignores him and pulls Yan Hua to walk out. Tang Rui goes to 
the front of the two persons and stops them. 

“Why don’t you dare to reply? I’ll see how long your company can keep 
running.” Tang Rui’s malicious eyes skim over Yan Hua’s face. “I feel 
sympathy for my cousin. I’m afraid you will have to rely on your face to get 
jewelry…” 

Before everyone else reacts, Lang Ruoxian has withdrawn his feet, and Tang 
Rui has been kicked to the sofa in the hall. He knocks down the sofa with a 
bang, and rolls two laps, lying motionlessly on the ground. 

“Ah ah!” The woman who is being with Tang Rui screams. 

Lang Ruoxian’s bodyguards gather around. The woman turns away after 
seeing it. The remaining childes also don’t dare to go over to help Tang Rui 
but to hide behind the pillar to watch. 

“Is he dead?” Yan Hua smilingly walks over. Tang Rui severely stares at her 
and stands up. He is just about to hit her but the bodyguards hold him down. 

He shouts at Yan Hua. “Do you f**king want to die? Let me go quickly!” 

“Why don’t you learn the lesson after being beaten?” Yan Hua ignores him 
and says slowly, “We walk on the road but you have to provoke us in the face. 
Uncle has a son like you, which is really unfortunate for your family.” 

“You are a b**ch. Ah…” 

Lang Ruoxian kicks him again. 

“Lang Ruoxian, how dare you! If you are capable, just let me go!” Tang Rui’s 
eyes are red and he struggles desperately. 

Lang Ruoxian raises his eyebrows. “Let him go.” 

“Oh, f**k you!” Tang Rui rushes up. 

It’s a pity that he only uses his strength on the bed at ordinary times. He can’t 
stand stably and his fist is weak. He only waves his fist for a few times and is 
beaten down by Lang Ruoxian. This time, he not only suffers internal injuries, 
but also has blood all over his face. 



“No one teaches you manners, so I will teach you.” Lang Ruoxian tugs at his 
suit. “If you meet him later, keep silence as possible as you can. If you have to 
speak, pay attention to your manners. Otherwise I have to teach you how to 
behave.” 

When Lang Ruoxian and Yan Hua leave, the childes come running quickly. 

“Fourth Childe, are you all right?” 

“God, there is so much blood. Let’s go to the hospital!” 

“I will not dare to provoke Lang Ruoxian in the future. He has such great 
strength!” 

Tang Rui is sent home. Huo Liyun is almost scared to death when she sees 
his face is black and blue, being covered with blood. There is totally a mess 
immediately. Tang Ming and Tang Yu who stay in the study hurriedly go 
downstairs. Before Huo Liyun complains, Tang Ming casually throws a vase to 
Tang Rui. 

It happens too suddenly, so Tang Rui doesn’t avoid it this time. He is hit on 
the arm and screeches, incredibly looking at his father. 

“Dad, what are you doing?” 

“I want to beat you fool to death!” 

Tang Ming is stopped by Huo Liyun. “Tang Ming, what are you doing? You still 
want to beat your son when he is like this?” 

“He deserved it!” Tang Ming shivers with anger. “He provoked others to beat 
him and deserved to be beaten to death.” Thinking of what Lang Ruoxian said 
in the video call just now, Tang Ming can’t wait to strangle the unfilial son! 

The second branch of Tang Family. 

“Have you filmed the whole process?” 

Lang Ruoxian answers, “When Tang Rui arrived at home, your uncle should 
have seen it.” 

He not only filmed it, but also sent the video to Tang Ming. 



“Call Mom and Grandma.” Lang Ruoxian says, “I estimate that your aunt will 
call them.” 

Yan Hua immediately calls Bai Susu and tells them the process of the 
incident. The phone is handed over to Chang Pei’e. 

“Ruoxian, you did well. Rest assured. We know what to do!” 

They hang up the phone. The house maid brings out the red bean soup to 
avoid summer-heat. Drinking a mouthful of the iced red bean soup make 
people feel comfortable all over. But Lang Ruoxian doesn’t dare to let Yan 
Hua drink too much cold drinks, so there is only one bowl. He feeds Yan Hua 
a few times and drinks the rest himself. 

“This time we should completely have offended each other openly.” Lang 
Ruoxian puts down the bowl. “I have the video posted online.” 

Yan Hua doesn’t understand. “Why?” 

“In order to disassociate ourselves from the first branch.” Lang Ruoxian 
pinches Yan Hua’s nose. “I believe the first branch is happy with it too. They 
will deal with us openly in the future.” 

Yan Hua thinks. “Is there anyone who wants to deal with my uncle’s family?” 

“It cannot be said to deal with them.” Lang Ruoxian takes her hand and rubs 
it. “It’s just different factions and different teams.” 

Yan Hua understands. That is the so-called “Every new sovereign brings his 
own courtiers.” Once Tang Ming steps down from the stage, the new team will 
naturally have their own courtiers. However, when he was in office, he made 
enemies with some people more or less because of interests. If these people 
get promotion, Tang Ming’s life maybe not be so easy in the future. 

“It’s still for the benefit.” Yan Hua says with a tone of schadenfreude. “No 
wonder Grandma said it was not the right time yet, and also said that it 
shouldn’t be too late or too early. It had to be just the right time.” 

Yan Hua now understands that it is necessary for the first branch to deal with 
them first so that her family can draw a clear line with Tang Ming after he 
leaves office. Let everyone see that the second branch is abandoned by the 
first branch. 



“There may be a lot of gossip these days. Don’t take any notice of them.” 
Lang Ruoxian is afraid that Yan Hua will be wronged. “It won’t be long. We will 
be fine next year.” 

Yan Hua is not afraid of these. Now those people have nothing good to say 
either. 

“I’m fine. I have to talk to Tang Cao later.” 

Huo Liyun does call Bai Susu to quarrel with her. She is very rude when she 
speaks. Bai Susu isn’t polite to her either. Huo Liyun uses hands-free. Finally 
Tang Ming can’t help but open his mouth. 

“I know that Tang Rui was wrong first, but Lang Ruoxian shouldn’t hit him! We 
are a family. Why did you make such a fuss?” 

Bai Susu laughs over the phone. “Brother, do you know why Mom doesn’t 
want to answer the phone? She is very sad. What did you say last time? We 
are a family, aren’t we? But look at what Tang Rui did. Did you scold the 
family like that?” 

“Hua is the darling of my family. Not to mention scolding, we even never 
blame her. Why did Tang Rui use such dirty words to curse her? He is several 
years older than Hua. Don’t tell us that we are a family. We don’t have such a 
family member.” 

Bai Susu pauses for a moment and then adds, “I’ll stop here. You can do 
whatever you want. Anyway, you’ve already done it. The rest of the company 
has nothing to do with the first branch. Don’t extend your hand to our property 
in the future!” 

“Haha, Susu, does Tang Yao know what you said?” 

As soon as he stops speaking, Tang Yao’s voice comes from the phone. 

“Of course I know. Tang Ming, I tell you. If your son bullies my baby daughter 
again, I’ll break… My son-in-law will break his leg. You’d better believe it. If 
you don’t believe it, let him come out and have a try!” 

Clap, the other side hangs up. 



“These ungrateful persons!” Huo Liyun curses. “Who has taken care of his 
family for so many years? Ah? He knows that you are going to be relieved of 
your office, so he will not take our family seriously. Tang Ming, did you hear 
what he said? Ah? At ordinary times you are so good to them, now…” 

“All right, shut up!” Tang Ming covers his forehead to lean against the sofa, 
but he is not so angry. He knows all too clearly what has been through over 
the years. 

In fact, because he will be relieved of his office, he doesn’t want the second 
branch as a drag, so he finally uses policy to make a profit from their 
company. However, he originally thought that he could give some petty profits 
to them in the future. After all, they are a family. But since they are 
unappreciative, then don’t blame him to be cruel. 

“Keep an eye on Tang Rui carefully. Next time Lang Ruoxian will really break 
his leg.” Tang Ming tells Huo Liyun. Huo Liyun still wants to scold with an 
expression of indignation, but she is stopped by Tang Yu. 

“Mom, you know what we took from the second branch. Keeping silence is the 
best way. But Tang Rui took the initiative to provoke them in the face. If I were 
Lang Ruoxian, I would have beaten him.” 

Huo Liyun keeps silence, but she still feels distressed for her son. She carries 
a bowl of midnight snacks to go upstairs. 

“Find some bodyguards.” Tang Ming’s previous status is inconvenient. Now it 
doesn’t matter. “If Tang Rui runs out, ask the bodyguards to follow him 24 
hours to protect.” 

Tang Yu’s eyes flash. “OK, Dad!” 

The video has been forwarded on the Internet. After it hits the headline, 
netizens find that it cannot be forwarded and the original post on the Internet 
cannot be opened. However, this does not prevent everyone from watching 
the scene of bustle. Various versions of the feud between the rich and 
powerful brothers have been invented. It is known that Tang Family is not the 
same as before, and the second branch of Tang Family has no backstage. 

“Nianshuang, now I will see how proud Tang Duo can still be!” Dong 
Nianshuang comes to do beauty with several other rich young ladies today, 
and everyone’s topic revolves around Tang Duo. 



Of course, they are all waiting to see her joke. 

“Mrs. Lyu’s charity dinner is coming soon, right? Do you think she is still 
qualified to come this year?” 

“If I were her, I would be embarrassed to come. Does she still think herself to 
be the First Young Lady of Tang Family?” 

“Nianshuang, why don’t you talk? Your family must feel proud and elated. You 
will marry into Hua Family, but Tang Duo has already been a daughter of a 
small family. Do you know? My father says that Tang Consortium is at most a 
third-rate company now.” 

“So how can she be bashful to attend the dinner party? Ah! Is there anyone 
who has a good relationship with Lyu Ling? Let her tell her mother to simply 
stop sending invitation to Tang Duo.” 

Dong Nianshuang finally responds. “Why not? Of course we should let her 
come.” 

If she doesn’t come, how can she have the opportunity to ridicule Tang Duo 
and step her under feet? 

Tang Cao comes back from the outside with a straight face. Yan Hua is 
holding the tablet PC to watch a movie. She glances at him. “Didn’t you go 
horseracing with Xiaopang? Why do you come back so early?” 

“I met some idiots.” Tang Cao throws himself onto the sofa. “Sister, is our 
company failing?” 

Yan Hua doesn’t lift her head. “Who said that? Didn’t your brother-in-law just 
sell the land and have billions yuan in his hand?” 

As soon as Tang Cao hears that their family still has billions of yuan, he sits 
up immediately. “But I just skimmed over the stock, which has fallen so badly.” 

“Your brother-in-law said that it was not time yet.” Yan Hua finally looks up at 
him. “Why? Someone bullied you outside?” 

“How dare they!” Tang Cao snorts. “They just dare to say behind my back. If 
they really dare to come to me and say that, I shall admire him as a true man.” 



Yan Hua nods. “Uh-huh, I almost forget to tell you. During this period of time, 
the comments on us outside may not be very pleasant, so you should ignore 
them. Don’t be angry because of those irrelevant people, which is not worthy.” 

“Rest assured, sister!” Tang Cao sounds like a confident playboy again. 
“Knowing that our family is still rich, I will not care about whatever they want to 
say! Anyway, I won’t play with them together!” 

On the weekend, Yan Hua is invited to attend a charity dinner. 
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Chapter 274 My Husband Bought It for Me! 
Lang Ruoxian sends her to the door of the hotel. “It will end at about 11 
o’clock and I will wait for you here at 10:30.” 

“OK, I’ll try to get out earlier.” Yan Hua leans over and the man kisses her. 

“Be careful. If someone bullies you, you just bully back without hesitation.” 
Lang Ruoxian doesn’t worry about Yan Hua’s force value. At least in this 
evening, this is a banquet whose guests are all women. No one can beat her. 

The banquet is held on the top floor of the hotel. When Yan Hua enters, most 
people have arrived. When they see her, there is quiet for a moment. 

“Miss Tang, you are here!” Mrs. Lyu comes forward to welcome her as the 
host. “We haven’t seen each other for half a year. Gee, you are still so 
beautiful!” 

Yan Hua wears a long vest dress, black and simple. 

“Mrs. Lyu, you are really beautiful. In my opinion, your skin is better than 
before, isn’t? It’s also a lot whiter than before. Now you are more like a sister 
when you walk down the street with Miss Lyu!” 

Everyone can say conversational routine. Mrs. Lyu seems to be very happy 
and leads Yan Hua over to the seat, smiling with her mouth covered. “It’s still 
your old position. By the way, I’ve checked the registration form. The handbag 
you took out is a good thing!” 



“Of course I must take out a good thing for your charity dinner.” Yan Hua 
blinks. “Let them donate more money!” 

Mrs. Lyu laughs incessantly. If it weren’t for someone calling her, she would 
almost have sit down beside Yan Hua. 

“Mom, why are you still so kind to Tang Duo?” Lyu Ling finds a chance to 
secretly ask her mother. “The second branch of Tang Family is going 
bankrupt, and their first branch will leave them alone.” 

Mrs. Lyu glances at her daughter and smiles. “Silly girl, a thin camel is bigger 
than a horse. Besides, don’t forget that she has a good husband. Lang 
Consortium is the richest family in the three coastal provinces.” 

“Mom! Do you mean that her family still has a chance to turn over?” 

“I don’t know whether they can or not.” Mrs. Lyu pats her daughter’s hand. “In 
short, you should treat Tang Duo the way as you used to. Also, don’t play with 
those stupid girls such as Dong Nianshuang. They don’t know when they have 
offended others.” 

Lyu Ling nods. Her relationship with Tang Duo has been neither too good nor 
too bad, and they would chat casually when they met in private, but they 
never played together. As for Dong Nianshuang… She dislikes that kind of 
fake rich and powerful family. 

“Hey, hey, have you heard it?” A sexy-dressed socialite runs up to Dong 
Nianshuang’s group. “Tang Duo’s auction item is the newest product of P 
Brand this season, the limited red one.” 

“Oh my God! I really want that, but it is not available to be bought. How did 
she get it?” 

“The point is that if she takes out that one for auction, I’m afraid she will be the 
one whose item is auctioned off at the highest price tonight.” 

Dong Nianshuang was smiling before. When knowing that Tang Duo will 
come here today, she especially takes out a bracelet that Hua Yan gave her 
as an auction item. According to the value of that bracelet, she could have 
won the top prize tonight, but now… 



“Nianshuang, what’s wrong with you?” A girl touches her. “Want to take the 
first place? It’s very simple. Buy it yourself.” 

In previous years, it was usual that someone had bought their own auction 
items themselves. The person whose auction item is with the highest price will 
get a very beautiful gem trophy. Of course, this is not the point. The point is 
that it will become a symbol of identity… 

“I’m not crazy!” Dong Nianshuang smiles. “Why should I show off?” 

Several other girls also smile, and one of them says, “But isn’t the company of 
Tang Duo’s family going bankrupt? Why does she still have the money to buy 
such an expensive handbag?” 

“Who knows!” A girl scoffs bitterly. “She is so beautiful that men will buy 
whatever she wants to buy.” 

“No way… How can the First Young Lady of Tang Family let others take 
advantage of her. Besides, she has a husband and children.” 

Dong Nianshuang’s expression suddenly becomes relaxed and her eyes are 
still faintly happy. “Don’t talk about her. It doesn’t matter how she is with us.” 

“Sister Duo!” Fang Diandian sees Yan Hua and her eyes are glistening. “I’ve 
been looking for you. I thought you weren’t coming!” 

Fang Diandian wears a lavender skirt today. She is originally of the petite and 
exquisite figure, so she looks more like a fairy with such dressing. Yan Hua 
likes such kind, lovely and stupid… No, cute girl! 

“Why can’t I come? I was invited, so of course I will come.” Yan Hua brings 
Fang Diandian a cup of fruit juice. She sees Fang Diandian staring at her with 
a look of hesitation. 

“Say whatever you want to say!” Yan Hua smiles. “Do you want to ask me 
what Tang Cao has been doing recently?” 

Fang Diandian immediately widens her eyes. “Sister Duo, please don’t joke. I 
don’t care about what he does. I… I want to ask. Oh, forget it. I won’t ask 
anything.” 



“Do you want to ask something about Tang Consortium?” Yan Hua stops 
teasing her. 

“I’ve heard some rumor, too. My father said our family couldn’t help much, but 
millions of yuan could still be taken out.” Fang Diandian looks at her carefully. 
“You are welcome all the time!” 

Tang Duo touches her head. “Well, if I need the money, I will ask you.” 

Fang Diandian is happy and asks in a low voice, “What will you take out for 
auction tonight? I donate a pair of diamond coral earrings. It’s not very 
valuable but lovely, which is designed by a new designer of F Country.” 

“A handbag.” Yan Hua says, “My stuff is not so fashionable.” 

When the auction begins, Fang Diandian sees that Yan Hua’s so-called 
unfashionable handbag of limited edition, feeling completely relieved. 

Hmm! When she goes back, she will tell her dad that Tang Family hasn’t been 
affected at all. He needn’t worry about it. 

In the end, Yan Hua naturally wins the first place. A rich lady buys her 
handbag with the highest price in the whole auction. When the auction 
finishes, everyone makes friendly contacts with each other in small groups. 
Fang Diandian asks Yan Hua to go to the bathroom together. She really wants 
to go. 

But… 

“Bathroom is a place where drama plots easily go on, so I won’t go.” 

As a result, Fang Diandian goes by herself with a puzzled look. 

“Isn’t this Miss Tang?” Dong Nianshuang and several other girls come up. 

Yan Hua wants to roll her eyes. Why can’t she avoid meeting these people 
even if she doesn’t go to the bathroom? 

“Miss Tang, where did you buy the handbag you took out today?” A girl asks 
with malicious intent, “When I went to the exclusive shop at that time, they told 
me that there was no such product in Great Hua Country!” 



Tang Duo’s eyes sweep past them one by one. Two girls are not confident 
enough and take a step back. Dong Nianshuang has been smiling faintly. She 
looks… 

Really needs spanking! 

“Miss Tang, we all like that bag very much. Please tell us!” Dong Nianshuang 
says, “Or you don’t know where to buy it. Someone sent it to you as a gift?” 

Yan Hua smiles and says, “It was really sent to my house.” 

“Oh! Then your husband didn’t say anything?” 

“My husband?” Yan Hua glances at the girl who said this. “My husband just 
needs to pay. Choosing a handbag is not his strong point.” 

The faces of other girls opposite her change color. Dong Nianshuang snorts. 
“Miss Tang really likes joking. Your handbag was sent by others and you dare 
to let Mr. Lang know that. How courageous you are!” 

“Is it strange?” Yan Hua blinks. “The new products of P Brand each season 
will be sent directly to my house from M Country head office. It is a long way 
from here, across mountains and rivers! Therefore, if I only choose some I will 
feel embarrassed, so I usually keep them all.” 

Yan Hua goes on to say in Dong Nianshuang’s unbelievable gaze. “When the 
handbag, which was auctioned off tonight, had been delivered I planned to 
donate it for charity. So they sent me another one later.” 

She looks at the girl who provoked her at the beginning and says, “You said 
you liked it very much just now. If you really need it, I can help you ask if there 
is any remaining.” 

“No… You needn’t.” The girl looks embarrassed. “There must be no such 
limited edition. You needn’t ask! You needn’t ask!” 

Dong Nianshuang still wants to say something, but Fang Diandian comes 
running from aside. “What are you doing?” 

She shields Yan Hua behind her and looks at those people warily. 



“It’s okay. Don’t be nervous. They come to consult me about buying the 
handbag.” Yan Hua pats her on the shoulder. “Do you have any other 
questions? My husband should come and pick me up. I have to leave.” 

Dong Nianshuang hears that Lang Ruoxian is coming. She bites her lips and 
gives Yan Hua a cold look. Then she turns away. 

“Sister Duo, did she cause trouble to you again?” Fang Diandian liked Dong 
Nianshuang very much before and thought her character was innocent and 
cute. Later, she learned that Dong Nianshuang was an angelic b***h. 
Therefore, she never likes Dong Nianshuang anymore. 

Yan Hua puts down her glass. “She doesn’t have the ability. I’m leaving in 
advance. What about you?” 

“I have to wait for a while. A relative is also here today. I have to go with her 
together.” 

“All right, let’s have dinner together another day!” 

Yan Hua sees Lang Ruoxian’s car when she comes out of the hotel, but there 
is a person standing beside the car at the moment. 

“Mr. Lang, today Miss Tang’s auction item got the top price in the competition! 
It’s a P Brand handbag. It’s not easy to buy the limited edition, which costs 
more than 5 million yuan. You are so kind to her that she takes out such an 
expensive handbag for charity.” 

Dong Nianshuang stands in front of the car and looks at the man in the 
driver’s seat. The man’s facial features are more handsome under the light of 
night. In Dong Nianshuang’s eyes, even his cold eyes are hot and evil, which 
fascinates her. 

“Mr. Lang, in fact, it is not necessary to take such an expensive thing for 
charity. I also know that Tang Consortium’s condition is not very good 
recently. Miss Tang is so capricious in doing so!” Dong Nianshuang sees 
Lang Ruoxian suddenly get out of the car and thinks that she has done the 
right thing. She is about to continue, but she sees Lang Ruoxian go up the 
steps of the hotel. 

“How long have you been waiting?” 



“I just arrived.” Lang Ruoxian supports Yan Hua downstairs and kisses her on 
the shoulder. 

Yan Hua pushes him away, giggling. “Stop it. It is itchy!” 

“Well, let’s go home and continue.” Lang Ruoxian hugs her in his arms, and 
the two walk to the front of the car together. 

Yan Hua looks at Dong Nianshuang. “Why? You are still here?” 

Dong Nianshuang squeezes out an embarrassed smile. “Miss Tang, don’t… 
Don’t get me wrong. Mr. Lang and I…” 

“I didn’t misunderstand!” Yan Hua smiles. “I just want to ask how long you will 
be standing in front of our car. We have to go.” 

Dong Nianshuang looks at Lang Ruoxian. She is about to say something but 
stops. Lang Ruoxian ignores her and takes Yan Hua around to the driver’s 
side to open the door. 

“Wait for me.” He touches Yan Hua’s face and gets into the car. Then he 
steps off the gas pedal and the car makes a half-turn to stop in front of Yan 
Hua. 

Dong Nianshuang is swept by the rear of the car and almost falls down. 
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Chapter 275 Well, the Handbag Appears for the Third Time 
The next day, the charity dinner is reported on the Internet. Tang Duo’s name 
appears in the subheading and her photo is posted below. Dong Nianshuang 
just finishes filming a play. She is resting on the deck chair when she hears 
the staff of the production team discussing it nearby. 

“She must have saved the Milky Way in her last life.” 

“Well, I don’t want to be as rich as she is. I just want to have her face!” 

“Gee, have you heard that a few years ago an authoritative department 
published a comment? It is said that Miss Tang has not only the perfect nine-
headed figure, but also a face with perfect golden proportion dividing line. It 
seems that only five such faces have appeared in the world so far!” 



Clap! Those girls get a fright. They turn to see Dong Nianshuang drop her cup 
to the ground. Her assistant hurriedly picks it up and has it washed. 

“It’s okay. You just go on.” Dong Nianshuang, wearing sunglasses, doesn’t 
show any emotion, but those young girls feel that she is very strange so they 
quickly smile and run away. 

“Sister Nianshuang! Your nails!” The assistant suddenly exclaims. 

Dong Nianshuang lowers her head and sees herself tightly holding her hand 
and the little finger sinks into her palm. The fingernail is split and her blood is 
slowly seeping out. 

“Don’t shout.” Dong Nianshuang loosens her hand irritably. “Deal with it 
quickly.” 

The directors also hear it, and the deputy director also comes to see what 
happened. Dong Nianshuang says with a smile. “It’s nothing. I just 
accidentally split my fingernail, but it won’t affect the filming.” However, her 
performance today is really bad, either forgetting the words or going to wrong 
location. Later, the director simply gives her a day off and shoots other 
people’s parts first. 

“Nianshuang, what’s the matter with you?” The agent asks when coming to 
pick her up on the set. “Or are you not feeling well?” 

Dong Nianshuang’s mind is full of the image of Lang Ruoxian supporting Yan 
Hua down the steps last night. It stabs her as if her heart is severely cut by a 
knife. Does he like that woman so much? Just because she looks beautiful? 

“Do you think I look beautiful?” She asks. 

The agent is stunned. “Yeah… Of course!” 

This is also true. Dong Nianshuang is really very beautiful. 

“You look at those beautiful female stars in the entertainment circle. Is there 
anyone whose face did not do plastic surgery? Your face is natural, and you 
are so graceful. Of course you look good! Otherwise, when you debuted, how 
could someone say that you were like younger Tang Duo…” 



“Enough!” Dong Nianshuang suddenly screams. “What younger Tang Duo? I 
have nothing to do with her.” 

The agent is startled by her. Dong Nianshuang grabs her hand again. “So, 
Tang Duo is better-looking than me, right?” 

“No… You can’t say so.” The agent thinks that there is no one more beautiful 
than Tang Duo in Yanjing, but her instinct tells her not to say so when seeing 
Dong Nianshuang’s expression. “She is five or six years older than you! She’s 
almost 30.” 

Feeling the strength on her wrist is loosened a lot, the agent adds with a sigh 
of relief. “Women start to be old once they’re over 30, and everything is worse 
than before. How can she compare with you? How old are you? You have 
beautiful and energetic baby muscle. You don’t need to compare beauty with 
an old woman.” 

“You’re right. You’re right!” Dong Nianshuang’s eyes wander and smiles 
strangely, which makes the agent feel apprehensive. “Are you all right, 
Nianshuang?” 

Dong Nianshuang smiles. “I am all right. Let’s go!” 

“Go… Where shall we go?” 

“Go to Hua Yan’s company.” 

Hua Yan also sees the report of the charity dinner. He wants to see Dong 
Nianshuang. Because previously that girl was very happy to say that the 
bracelet he gave to her would definitely win the first prize, but now… 

“Boss, Miss Dong is here.” The assistant knocks at the door and Dong 
Nianshuang comes in. 

Hua Yan turns off the webpage and stands up to greet her with a smile. “Why 
are you here today? Aren’t you filming on the set?” 

“I have a day off temporarily, so I come to visit you.” Dong Nianshuang purses 
her mouth. “Why? Don’t you welcome me?” 

Hua Yan takes her hand and says, “You! Of course I welcome you. We can 
just have lunch together.” 



“Sister!” Tang Cao comes downstairs with messy hair at noon. 

Yan Hua says, “When did you come back?” 

“I came back around five in the morning.” Tang Cao peeps his head and 
shouts to the kitchen. “Aunt, please get me something to eat. I’m starving!” 

Then he yawns and asks Yan Hua. “Sister, do you still have another handbag 
that you donated out last night?” 

“I have another one, which is limited edition and cannot be bought anymore.” 
Yan Hua is curious. “Why do you ask about it?” 

“Tong Yue wants to have one.” Tang Cao waves his hand. “I’ll tell him later 
that it can’t be bought.” 

Yan Hua is even more curious. “Who will he buy it for?” 

“Girlfriend!” Tang Cao rolls his eyes. “You don’t know his girlfriend. She’s very 
difficult to chase after. She hasn’t fallen love with him yet!” 

“Which noble family is the girl’s family?” Yan Hua remembers that at the 
beginning of last year Tang Cao mentioned that. 

Tang Cao laughs. “She is not blue blood. I hear that her family is quite poor. 
There is only one mother. The girl is only a sophomore now, and it is said that 
her grades are good.” 

“Does Tong Yue really…” 

“More real than real gold!” Tang Cao shakes his head. “When we went to 
school, he stayed away from womanizing. For some time, people thought that 
we were a couple!” 

Tang Cao makes an expression of vomiting. “Now the retribution has come! 
He used to despise women, but now the woman he likes also dislikes him. 
Gee!” 

“Then give him my handbag.” Yan Hua says, “I haven’t used it.” 

“No, no, no!” Tang Cao doesn’t want to do it. “He will find a way to buy one 
himself.” 



Later, Yan Hua still asks Tang Cao to bring the handbag to Tong Yue. If Tong 
Yue hadn’t kept an eye on Chen Xiaopang and Tang Cao over these years, it 
is unknown what great trouble the two guys would cause. Besides, he has 
been running the company with the two idiots! Because of this, Yan Hua also 
wants to help him. 

As for Tong Yue’s decision whether to send it to the girl, it is his own 
business. In several days, Yan Hua doesn’t see Tang Cao bring back the 
handbag, she estimates that he has sent it out. 

However, the next day when she is in a shopping mall, she sees he girl 
carrying the handbag. Yan Hua looks like this at that time. 

Surprised. 

“Su Tian! I ask you one last time. Will you sell it to me or not?” 

At the gate of an exclusive shop, several girls seem to have had an argument. 
One of them is carrying a red handbag. Yan Hua recognizes it at first glance. 
It is the one she asked Tang Cao to bring to Tong Yue… 

“Gu Linghong, are you sick?” Bian Lili says angrily. “Su Tian has said many 
times that she would not sell it. Why don’t you go to the market to buy one 
yourself if you really want it?” 

“I just want to buy hers!” Gu Linghong lifts up her head, with unconcealed 
jealousy in her eyes. 

A few days ago, it was Su Tian’s birthday. Because she was popular, her 
classmates organized a small party for her spontaneously. She didn’t want to 
go, but the school hunk went. She likes the school hunk, which everyone 
knows. Gu Linghong was afraid that the school hunk would confess to Su Tian 
so she naturally went. 

But she didn’t expect to find that when Su Tian came, Su Tian carried a new 
handbag. At first she didn’t care about it. But she happened to see a video of 
a charity dinner on the Internet and found that Su Tian’s handbag was exactly 
the same as the most expensive auction item in the video. 

So Gu Linghong went to check and was almost scared to death. The bag is 
more than five million!! But she soon realized that Su Tian’s handbag must be 
a fake handbag. 



“I won’t sell it.” Su Tian refuses. “This is a birthday present from my friend and 
cannot be sold to you.” 

Waving her hand, Gu Linghong says, “This fake handbag is only worth dozens 
of yuan in the market. I’ll give you 100 yuan and you’ve already earned much. 
You can buy another one and your friend won’t recognize it.” 

Bian Lili rolls her eyes. “You said that Su Tian carried a fake handbag a few 
days ago. So why are you in such a hurry to buy a fake one?” 

Because this handbag is real! Gu Linghong is excited. 

Although she felt that Su Tian could not carry the real thing, she secretly 
rummaged through the bag and found there was a code in it. Each bag of this 
brand is handmade and has a unique code. 

Gu Linghong took a photo of the code and ran to the exclusive shop to check 
it out. But the shop assistant told her that it was true! 

“Su Tian, I’ll give you another 100 yuan. You have to sell it to me even you 
don’t want to. Otherwise, I will go to school and say that you and your mother 
have been abandoned and that you are an illegitimate child.” 

Gu Linghong says triumphantly. “Then let’s see how you can pretend to be 
lofty.” 

“You have gone too far!” Bian Lili is almost crying with anger. She knows 
about Su Tian’s family situation and hurriedly looks at her. 

Su Tian’s expression is cool. She glances at Gu Linghong and walks around 
Gu Linghong to go. 

Gu Linghong grabs her. “You b***h, don’t give your face shame!” 

“Who gives face shame?” A pleasant male voice comes and Su Tian turns to 
see Tong Yue standing there with a cold face. 

The expression in Gu Linghong’s eyes change. When did Su Tian know such 
a handsome man? And the suit he wears looks very expensive. No wonder… 
No wonder she can carry such an expensive bag. 

“Let her go.” Tong Yue looks at Gu Linghong coldly. 



Gu Linghong is frightened by his gaze. She instinctively lets go and also takes 
two steps back. 

“Why are you here?” Su Tian is still cool and can’t see whether she is happy 
or not. 

Tong Yue has gotten used to her appearance and smiles helplessly. “If I don’t 
come, I won’t even know that someone has bullied you at school.” 

“Yes! She always bullies Su Tian!” Bian Lili, who is clever, immediately 
complains. “She loses her temper every day. She threatened Su Tian just 
now.” 

Gu Linghong stares at her and wants to deny, but she sees Tong Yue glare at 
her. She hurriedly wants to make a good impression and squeezes out a 
smile that she thinks to be charming. “This gentleman, you misunderstand. Su 
Tian and I are classmates. How can I bully her!” 

Not far away, Yan Hua pats Tang Cao. “Is that the girl Tong Yue likes?” 

“Well, what a coincidence! Sister, you happen to meet her.” 

Their company is nearby and is having a meeting! Yan Hua calls and asks 
Tong Yue to answer the phone. Tong Yue runs away after answering it. Tang 
Cao chases him all the way and almost loses his breath. 

“She is a good girl.” Yan Hua thinks that the girl named Su Tian has clear 
eyes and good temperament. 

Tang Cao pokes on his mobile phone boringly. “Well, she has a big temper, 
too. Otherwise he would have made her fall in love with him earlier.” 

“I’ll go first.” Yan Hua looks at her watch and says, “You handle the matter 
yourself.” 
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Chapter 276 Sun Xiaolin Appears 

A few days later, Yan Hua hears a lot of love and hatred between Tong Yue 
and Su Tian from Tang Cao’s mouth. At the end of July, heavy rain suddenly 
starts to fall in Yanjing, which is really heavy. 



After three days of raining continuously, traffic in more than half of the city is 
paralyzed. From the news, it can be seen that even the subway stations are 
full of water. Everyone goes to work by travelling far away across an ocean. 
Netizens start to post all kinds of jokes. 

“The weather forecast says that the rain will be less at least in another week.” 
Tang Cao leans against the bay window to play games. Those playboys have 
to stay at home because they can’t drive in the flood. 

Yan Hua sits beside him, feeling bored. She is somewhat worried about Lang 
Ruoxian. Lang Ruoxian had to stay in the company last night, because the 
whole road outside the company was flooded and he could not come back. 

“Sister! Xiaopang says that he goes to the company to pick up Brother 
Ruoxian.” Tang Cao says suddenly. 

Yan Hua lets out a cry. “How does he get there? Does he fly a helicopter? 
Please don’t let him go. It’s too dangerous.” 

A gale is blowing outside like a typhoon. 

“No, he manages to get a big SUV and has set off.” 

Shu Sheng orders a meal from the staff canteen. Lang Ruoxian has no 
appetite. Having been stuck in the company for a day, he looks out at the rain 
with a dark face. 

“Check if there is any research institute that studies weather changes.” 
Hearing Shu Sheng come in, Lang Ruoxian turns to say. 

Shu Sheng twitches the corner of his mouth. “Young Master, at present, 
mankind cannot control the weather.” 

“So I shall invest in them and let them study it quickly.” 

Shu Sheng answers, “You’d better have dinner first, since you didn’t eat 
anything last night.” 

“How many people are still staying in the company?” Lang Ruoxian pricks at 
the rice grains in the lunch box. He doesn’t what Hua will have for lunch. 

“Not many.” Shu Sheng thinks for a moment. “Yesterday we announced a 
holiday, and those living nearby waded to go back.” 



Lang Ruoxian puts down his chopsticks. “Pay attention to rear services. Food 
and water must be guaranteed.” 

“OK, I’ll issue a document later.” 

Suddenly there are footsteps outside the door, and someone is shouting 
something. 

“Mr. Lang. Mr. Lang.” 

Shu Sheng opens the door. It is the manager of the public relations 
department downstairs. He is usually a style of an aloof elite. Now he enters, 
running in a flurry. 

“Mr. Lang, an employee bangs her head and bleeds a lot of blood. What 
should we do?” 

Lang Ruoxian immediately stands up. “Where is the person?” 

“In the lounge on the third floor.” 

He and Shu Sheng go to the third floor and see a crowd of people surround 
there, twittering and advising. When the manager of public relations 
announces Lang Ruoxian’s appearance, everyone else immediately disperse, 
revealing the person lying on the sofa. 

“Young Master, it’s Sun Xiaolin.” Shu Sheng whispers. 

Lang Ruoxian frowns. “What happened?” 

“Mr. Lang, I… I didn’t mean it.” A girl with a pale face says with fear. “I didn’t 
know that she would fall.” 

It was a specially ordinary office scenario. This girl named Gao Qin is in the 
same department with Sun Xiaolin. Since Sun Xiaolin comes and excels her in 
all aspects, she has been not pleased with Sun Xiaolin. 

At ordinary times she occasionally ridicules Sun Xiaolin, but Sun Xiaolin 
always ignores her. But today is different. She just says two words and Sun 
Xiaolin quarrels with her. 

Then she gets excited and pushes Sun Xiaolin. But Sun Xiaolin misses her 
footing and knocks her head on the corner of the table, breaking her head. 



“Xiaolin? Sun Xiaolin!” During the period of her telling the process, someone 
finds Sun Xiaolin pass out. 

Shu Sheng goes over to have a look. “The wound is quite large, so she must 
be sent to the hospital.” 

The staff take measures to stop bleeding, but it seems useless for the blood 
keeps ticking away. 

“What should we do? The ambulance can’t get in and our cars can’t get out.” 
The employees look at each other and finally they all look at Lang Ruoxian. 

Lang Ruoxian ponders for a moment. “Arrange some strong male employees 
to carry her out. Also arrange some female employees to cover her head with 
clothes so as not to let her get caught in the rain.” 

“Call 120 and let them pick up the patient at the intersection.” 

Lang Ruoxian just finishes saying so, a voice which needs spanking comes 
from the door. 

“Yo! What are you doing? You can’t slack even if you are left to stay in the 
company! I’ll tell your boss… What? Brother Ruoxian?” Chen Xiaopang sees 
Lang Ruoxian and stares blankly for a moment. Then he comes running over. 

“Go, go, go! I come to take you home.” 

Lang Ruoxian frowns. “How did you get here?” 

“I drive a great SUV whose chassis is very high. Therefore, I am not afraid of 
wind and rain!” Chen Xiaopang finishes saying that and sees Sun Xiaolin on 
the sofa. “Sh*t! What is the situation?” 

Lang Ruoxian also looks at Sun Xiaolin. Half a second later, he says, “You’ve 
come just at the right moment. Take her to the hospital first.” 

On the way to the hospital, Lang Ruoxian calls Yan Hua and tells her that he 
will be back immediately. But actually, he comes back at dusk. When Yan Hua 
sees him and Chen Xiaopang come in, she is relieved. 

“If you don’t come back, I’ll think you two have been washed away by the 
water.” She hurriedly hands over the towel that had been prepared for a long 
time. “Tang Cao, take Xiaopang to take a bath and change clothes upstairs.” 



Lang Ruoxian takes the towel and kisses her. “I went to the hospital and was 
delayed.” 

“Hospital?” Yan Hua is surprised. 

“It’s not me but Sun Xiaolin.” Lang Ruoxian is about to go on to say, but Chen 
Xiaopang has a quick tongue and tells Yan Hua the whole story. 

After hearing this, Tang Cao points to the suitcase at his feet. “What’s in it? 
Sun Xiaolin?” 

“Why should I put her inside?” Chen Xiaopang rolls his eyes. “I’ve brought 
some clothes for changing.” 

“You still plan to live long?” Tang Cao sneers. “I know you have been peeping 
at my body for a long time. And I tell you! I’m not interested in your fat body. I 
like delicate young girls.” 

Chen Xiaopang pretends to vomit. “Bah, I’m not interested in you either! I am 
just bored at home. Isn’t it said that the rain will last for a long time?” 

“Are you two so talkative?” Yan Hua shakes her head. “Take Xiaopang to the 
guest room quickly. Clean up and go downstairs for dinner.” 

Lang Ruoxian takes a bath and changes his clothes. Yan Hua blows his hair. 
“Is that Sun Xiaolin all right?” 

“Five stitches.” Lang Ruoxian takes the hair dryer and blows it himself. “I’ve 
arranged for her to stay in a hotel near the hospital for a few days, and then 
goes home when the rain stops.” 

Yan Hua didn’t think of any conspiracy originally. But Shu Sheng sends a 
message to Lang Ruoxian at midnight that night. Lang Ruoxian takes one look 
and puts it down. 

“What’s the matter?” Yan Hua doesn’t sleep soundly, for the thunder goes on 
incessantly outside. 

“The hotel calls Shu Sheng and says that Sun Xiaolin has a fever.” 

Yan Hua lets out a cry. “Is the wound infected?” 



“I don’t know. Shu Sheng has gone there.” Lang Ruoxian hugs her to lie 
down. “Don’t worry about it. Sleep now and we will talk about it tomorrow 
morning.” 

Yan Hua is woken up by the rain. Lang Ruoxian is working on the documents 
at the bedside. When he sees her be awake, he bends over and gives her a 
morning kiss. 

“What time is it?” Yan Hua yawns. 

“It’s almost 10 o’clock. Are you hungry?” Lang Ruoxian stands up and pulls 
open the curtains. It is still raining cats and dogs outside. The raindrops are 
hitting against the window with cracking sounds. 

Yan Hua gets up to wash her face and rinse her mouth. The two tidy up and 
go downstairs to eat. The house maid is busy in the kitchen. When she sees 
Yan Hua come in, she complains about the lack of food and the shortage of 
goods in the supermarket of the villa area. 

“It’s all right. Just cook whatever you can do. Eating our fill is enough.” Yan 
Hua smiles and says, “We will go out to buy food materials in the afternoon.” 

The house maid begins to nag that they should be careful when they go out, 
for yesterday a car was washed away by water in the news… 

“Tang Cao and Xiaopang, they two haven’t got up yet?” Yan Hua agrees with 
a smile and changes the topic. 

The house maid smiles. “They got up early and ran out early in the morning, 
carrying a hovercraft.” 

Hovercraft? Yan Hua blinks and runs to the French windows of the living room 
to look out. She sees Tang Cao and Chen Xiaopang rowing outside. 

“Hahaha!” Yan Hua is going to laugh to death because they are rowing and 
getting things out of water. She estimates that somebody’s stuff hasn’t been 
put well and is washed outside. 

Lang Ruoxian hugs her from behind. “Want to go out and play?” 

“I’m not going.” Yan Hua rubs into his arms, giggling. 



“Well, good girl, you can’t play with water during your period.” Lang Ruoxian 
pulls her back to the sitting room. 

When the house maid serves food out, Yan Hua is going to call Tang Cao and 
Xiaopang back. Lang Ruoxian asks her to sit down and eat first. He calls them 
back himself. 

As soon as the door is opened, the rain outside sweeps in and the wind is 
blowing in. 

“It is time for meal.” Lang Ruoxian shouts to the outside. Regardless whether 
Tang Cao can hear it or not, he shouts for several times and shuts the door. 

Yan Hua finds it funny and annoying. “Can they hear what you shout? 

“They’ve heard it.” Lang Ruoxian glances at the French windows and sees the 
hovercraft rowing back. 

A few minutes later, Tang Cao and Chen Xiaopang rush in, wearing the long-
sleeved bathing suits and carrying a bucket. 

“Add a dish! Add a dish!” Chen Xiaopang, dripping with water, runs to the 
kitchen. “I don’t know whose koi fish swim out.” 

Tang Cao runs after him. “Damn, wipe your f**king body clean and then come 
in. The carpet is expensive.” 

Lang Ruoxian takes food into Yan Hua’s bowl. “You eat first. Don’t wait for 
them.” 

“It reminds me that when we were in G City, there was a flood too. Gungun 
and I also picked up things in the yard.” Yan Hua smiles. “Time flies.” 

Lang Ruoxian also smiles. “When things are settled here, we will take time to 
return to G City for a few days.” 

“Well, go there in winter. It is warm there then.” 

Lang Ruoxian’s mobile phone rings. It is a call from Shu Sheng. 

“I see. Please hire a nursing worker for her, and all meals will be arranged.” 

“As she wishes.” 



Hanging up the phone, Lang Ruoxian says, “Sun Xiaolin’s wound infection 
causes pneumonia. The doctor says that she might have been caught in the 
rain.” 

“Did she get wet when you took her back to the hotel yesterday?” 

“How is it possible!” Chen Xiaopang runs out of the kitchen. “We wrapped her 
in several layers of raincoats and let the hotel staff carry her in.” 

Yan Hua says, “Go upstairs and change your clothes quickly, or you will catch 
a cold later.” 

Chen Xiaopang lets out a cry and goes upstairs, chasing and fighting with 
Tang Cao. 

“Then how did she get caught in the rain?” Yan Hua is really going to relate it 
to conspiracy theory. Sun Xiaolin’s existence was originally a conspiracy, 
which forces her to think more about it. 

Lang Ruoxian says, “We should ask her.” 

“What does she really want to do by having tossed about…” Yan Hua is 
puzzled and finally decides to visit Sun Xiaolin in person when the rain stops. 

Lang Ruoxian doesn’t want her to go. “You don’t have to worry about an 
irrelevant person.” 

“Women always know women. You let me meet her. Maybe I can find 
something!” 
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Chapter 277 Tang Cao Was Taken Away in a Sack 
The heavy rain keeps raining for several days and finally stops at the 
weekend. The news channel begins to report that the central government has 
issued documents and demanded to rectify the city’s drainage system. The 
people complain bitterly and wish to hand in their opinions to the face of the 
national leaders. 

“You really want to go?” Lang Ruoxian asks Yan Hua. 

Yan Hua looks at him. “Of course. Otherwise why should I change clothes?” 



Sun Xiaolin will be discharged from the hospital today. Shu Sheng originally 
arranged her department manager to pick her up, but Yan Hua wanted to 
meet the girl. Lang Ruoxian sees her insist and finally has to accompany her 
to go to the hospital. 

“Young Master, Madam.” Shu Sheng waits for them at the gate of the hospital. 
“Sun Xiaolin has some physical problems.” 

The doctor puts the examination result in front of them. “The patient has 
uterine cancer, and the uterus should be removed as soon as possible.” 

“Can she be OK after cutting it?” Yan Hua does not know what mood she 
should have now. 

She is combative to meet the enemy but the enemy is unexpectedly going to 
die… 

“Alas, this is difficult to say. Once cancer cells grow crazily in the human body, 
they will not disappear. We can only say that the best result is that the cancer 
cells will not spread and will not grow crazily again after the operation.” 

Shu Sheng tells Lang Ruoxian that Sun Xiaolin understands her situation and 
agrees to have the operation. 

“Notify her family.” Lang Ruoxian knows that Sun Xiaolin still has a mother. 
“We will not sign the operation consent form.” 

Shu Sheng nods. “Then should we offer help?” 

“When her mother arrives, send someone to ask about the situation. If they 
don’t have enough money to pay, our company can pay for her. The cost will 
be deducted from her salary when she comes back to work.” 

Yan Hua feels that there is nothing wrong with it. In fact, the company is 
taking risks. No one can guarantee that Sun Xiaolin will be able to come back 
to work healthily after the operation. The money, frankly speaking, is the 
subsidy given to her by the company. 

“Do you still want to see her?” Lang Ruoxian asks. 

Yan Hua wants to see her. She goes to the ward alone. 



Sun Xiaolin is lying on the hospital bed with her eyes closed. Her face with 
delicate facial features is slightly pale. She slowly opens her eyes when 
feeling someone’s entrance. 

“Hello, I am Tang Duo.” Yan Hua greets her. 

Sun Xiaolin is surprised for a moment, and then smiles and sits up. “I know 
you. Last time Mr. Tang sent me to the hospital, and I met you.” 

“Do you know that you are ill?” Yan Hua asks her. 

“Well, the doctor told me.” Sun Xiaolin smiles wryly. “I didn’t expect to be so 
unlucky. Ah, Mrs. Lang, please sit down and talk!” 

Yan Hua tells her about the company’s arrangement and asks tentatively. “Do 
you have any friends other than your mother who need to be notified?” 

“No.” Sun Xiaolin glances at her and her eyes flash. “I didn’t go to a local 
university. My colleagues in the company are not very familiar with me. 
Besides, I am also ill at ease to bother others because of this kind of disease.” 

“Well, have a rest. If you need anything, just tell the company and we will try 
our best to help you.” 

Sun Xiaolin looks grateful. “Thank you, Mrs. Lang!” 

Yan Hua walks to the door and Sun Xiaolin suddenly stops her by calling. 

“Lang… Mrs. Lang, I… I just want to find a good job and try my best to earn 
money to support myself and my mother. If I have done anything to offend 
you, I hope you can forgive me.” 

Sun Xiaolin looks at her uneasily. “I… I’ve known what I can do and cannot 
do.” 

“Don’t think much. Treat the disease well. I wish you get well soon!” Yan Hua 
smiles and turns away. 

On the way back, Lang Ruoxian grabs Yan Hua’s hand. “What’s the matter? 
You are not in good mood when you comes out of the ward.” 



“Suddenly I have some reflections on life.” Yan Hua has an expression of 
having seen all the vicissitudes of life. Lang Ruoxian smiles. “Do you have the 
reflections that you love me more?” 

“I’m so serious, so you should also be serious!” Glaring at him, Yan Hua 
sighs. “Sun Xiaolin probably regrets.” 

Lang Ruoxian doesn’t think so. “She doesn’t’ regret, but knows that what she 
is going to do can’t be done successfully.” 

Tang Yu obviously abandoned her. He not only abandoned her, but also let 
her abort the child to frame Tang Yao. Sun Xiaolin probably knew that she 
was abandoned from then on, so she didn’t do anything after the news came 
out at that time. 

“Then why did she still come to the company?” Yan Hua feels that there is 
something wrong. 

Lang Ruoxian hugs her. “Because of fear. Tang Yu must have forced her to 
come and she could not refuse.” 

She is just a mistress abandoned by Tang Yu and of no use. It will be easy for 
Tang Yu to drive her out of Yanjing. But she also knows that if she really helps 
Tang Yu do anything, her fate will be miserable. 

“No wonder I think that she is a little strange. She has got a cancer, but she 
still looks relieved.” Yan Hua understands. “Now that she is ill, she has an 
excuse to disobey Tang Yu’s order.” 

No matter whether she can be cured or not, Tang Yu’s order can be delayed 
for as long as possible. Therefore, this disease undoubtedly saves Sun 
Xiaolin. 

“Why are you so smart!” Yan Hua wants to open the man’s head and sees 
what is in it. 

Lang Ruoxian bows his head and kiss her. “I will have someone watch her. 
She will not make trouble, but Tang Yu will.” 

Later, when Yan Hua takes a video phone call with Bai Susu, Yan Hua 
mentions the matter. Chang Pei’e hears it and says Amitabha for several 



times aside, saying that people should not do bad things, or they will be 
punished sooner or later. 

Lang Ruoxian orders someone to keep watching the hospital. Tang Yu really 
appears on the third day after Sun Xiaolin’s operation. He goes secretly at 
night. Although it is unknown what they have said, the person reporting the 
next day says that Sun Xiaolin seems very happy and even her appetite is 
better. 

“It seems that Tang Yu has given up using her.” 

Yan Hua is also very happy. Although it is immoral for Sun Xiaolin to be a 
mistress of Tang Yu, but at the very least she still has human nature and has 
made a pause on the brink of a precipice. 

“Destroy one pawn and there will be a second soon.” Lang Ruoxian’s words 
make Yan Hua stunned. She stammers to ask him. 

“Why… Why is Tang Yu so persistent in sending a spy to our company?” 

Lang Ruoxian likes to see this expression of Yan Hua most, which is 
especially cute. He hugs and kisses her for a long time until Yan Hua gasps 
and pushes him away. 

“We are still in the sitting room! What are you doing?” 

“Nobody else is here.” Lang Ruoxian leans in again. “The house maid has 
been back.” 

The kiss continues until they go to bed. The next day Yan Hua wakes up and 
forgets about the spy. Lang Ruoxian naturally won’t remind her, saving her 
from being worried. 

After the heavy rain, hot summer days begin. The sun scorches the earth 
outside and there is not a trace of wind but only hotness. Not mention Yan 
Hua. Even Tang Cao stays at home during the day, waiting for the sun to set 
before going out to play. 

This day until noon he hasn’t come back. Yan Hua also doesn’t think much. 
Her younger brother goes out just like being lost. He only comes back when 
he wants to. But in the afternoon, Chen Xiaopang calls Yan Hua and asks 
where Tang Cao is. 



“He’s not with you?” Yan Hua’s heart sinks. “He left yesterday and hasn’t 
come back yet.” 

Chen Xiaopang curses. “Are you sure? Our gathering ended at midnight 
yesterday. Our driver sent us back. I saw him enter the iron gate of your 
house with my own eyes.” 

Tang Cao must have had an accident. 

Yan Hua hangs ups the phone and calls Lang Ruoxian. She tells him the 
situation and then runs to the security room in the villa area. After listening to 
her, the manager immediately pulls up the surveillance video of last night. 
Chen Xiaopang was right. Tang Cao staggered in about 4:00 a.m. and then 
three men rushed out from the side and took him away in a sack. 

“Tang… Miss Tang…” The manager is trembling with fear. This is their 
dereliction of duty. If anything bad happens to Tang Cao, he will not survive. 

Yan Hua also shivers. She holds her hands to calm down herself. After taking 
a few deep breaths, she asks the manager. “Where is the security guard who 
was on duty yesterday?” 

“I… I’ll find him right away.” The manager reacts and calls the security guard 
who was on duty last night, but he can’t get through. 

He calls another colleague of the security guard in the dormitory. The 
colleague says that the security guard leaves before dawn, and also asks the 
colleague to hand in his resignation letter. 

It is terrible… The manager is completely shocked. “Tang… Miss Tang, let’s 
call the police! Call the police!” 

“Shut up and don’t call the police!” Yan Hua shouts at him. “Give me the 
information about the security guard.” 

Now they don’t know anything about the situation, how can they call the police 
rashly? Yan Hua warns the manager again. When Lang Ruoxian calls, she 
finishes telling him the situation and cries. 

“Good girl. Don’t worry. I’ll be home soon.” Lang Ruoxian comforts her. 
“You’ve done a good job. Now listen to me and go home.” 



Yan Hua stumbles to run back home. Chen Xiaopang comes as soon as she 
sits down. His expression is no better than that of Yan Hua’s. 

“Sister, I have already sent someone to look for Tang Cao in the places where 
he usually goes.” 

“It’s no use. He was taken away at the gate of the villa.” Yan Hua cries and 
says, “He was taken away in a sack.” 

Chen Xiaopang is shocked and soon follows Yan Hua to cry. He makes a 
phone call while crying. 

“Tong Yue, Sister said that Tang Cao was kidnapped. I f**king should have 
sent him into the house, I…” 

“Okay, okay, I know.” 

Yan Hua never thinks that Lang Ruoxian brings the police when he returns. 

“Don’t be afraid.” Lang Ruoxian hugs her as soon as he enters. 

Yan Hua cries loudly. “Tang Cao was taken away and three people took him 
away. The police… The police…” 

“Don’t worry. Don’t worry!” Lang Ruoxian sees that she is not able to breathe, 
so he quickly soothes her back. “I’ve analyzed with the police that it can’t be a 
kidnapping, otherwise the kidnappers would have called us for ransom.” 

Yan Hua sobs. “Then… Then why did they want to catch Tang Cao.” 

“There is a situation. Don’t cry. Listen to me slowly, OK?” Lang Ruoxian helps 
her to sit down on the sofa. The house maid quickly brings out a towel. The 
police asks Chen Xiaopang at the side about the situation and the manager of 
the security room is also brought in. 

“In general, if it is not kidnapping for ransom, the other party’s aim is not 
money. Maybe the other party just wants to teach Tang Cao a lesson and 
takes him away for two days and beats him up.” 

Yan Hua’s tears come down again. “How will the other party beat him up? Is 
he to be locked up? But will they give him food and water?” 



“He must have suffered, but at least his life can be guaranteed.” Lang Ruoxian 
hugs her to coax. “Don’t cry, OK? We still have a lot of things to do now. First 
of all, we must not let the news out, or Mom and other elders will know.” 

Secondly they should send people to look for him. They can’t depend on the 
police only. What Lang Ruoxian doesn’t dare to say is that if it weren’t 
kidnapping, except imprisoning and beating, there would be another possibility 
of killing directly. 

He does not rule out this possibility, but he thinks it is unlikely. After all, Tang 
Cao has such an identity. Unless there is great hatred between the other party 
and Tang Cao, no one will kill strangers for money. 

“How about killers?” Lang Ruoxian has taken efforts to coax Yan Hua to 
sleep. Chen Xiaopang and Tong Yue who has hurried here have been 
thinking about clues downstairs. 

Lang Ruoxian denies. “Killers are all acting alone. The act of using a sack to 
take people away is not a style of killers.” 
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Chapter 278 Make Full Use of Every Minute to Rescue 
All three feels that Tang Cao is highly likely to live, and of course they don’t 
dare to think about the possibility of Tang Cao losing life. 

“Tang Cao hasn’t made any enemies recently, has he?” Lang Ruoxian asks. 

Chen Xiaopang shakes his head repeatedly. “We didn’t go out to play during 
the storm period before. There was no chance for him to offend others.” 

Tong Yue glances at him and says to Lang Ruoxian. “Tang Cao is very clever 
and seldom offends others.” 

“Brother Ruoxian, we’re not like Tang Rui who is totally a garbage. He just 
knows to take advantage of his father’s power to bully people.” Chen 
Xiaopang finishes saying, Tong Yue and Lang Ruoxian’s eyes change. 

Lang Ruoxian narrows his eyes. “Then it must only be Tang Rui.” 



“His target is you, but he can’t deal with you, so he has to attack Tang Cao.” 
Tong Yue’s eyes become very worried. “If it were really Tang Rui, even if 
Tang Cao would not die, he would have to be tortured badly.” 

“F**k! Then we have to hurry. It’s been a day and a night.” Chen Xiaopang 
stands up. “I’ll go to look for Tang Rui!” 

The bodyguard at the door stops him. Chen Xiaopang wants to shout, but Shu 
Sheng covers his mouth. “Madam Hua will be worried if she gets woken up.” 

“Hmm, hmm, hmm…” Chen Xiaopang nods. When Shu Sheng loosens his 
hand, Chen Xiaopang punches the carpet twice and his eyes are red-rimmed. 
“Motherf**ker, Tang Rui, f**k your ancestors!” 

No one reminds him that Tang Rui and Tang Cao have same ancestors. 

“Find out where Tang Rui is.” Lang Ruoxian says. 

Tong Yue frowns. “If I were him, I would be hiding at home now.” 

“Then we should be glad that you are not him. People like him should be 
celebrating now, or…” Lang Ruoxian stands up, “Being with Tang Cao.” 

It’s easy to know where Tang Rui is. There are only three cars of the brand in 
Yanjing. One is in Yan Hua’s garage and the second is Hua Zhong’s. 

“Hua Zhong gambled on horse racing with others last night. He should be at 
the hotel of the racecourse in the suburbs.” Tong Yue immediately calls, asks 
and knows that Hua Zhong is still there. 

“That will be easy.” Chen Xiaopang wipes his face hard. “Where the third car 
is, where Tang Rui the bastard is!” 

Lang Ruoxian doesn’t check it himself. The police will investigate more quickly 
than they do. 10 minutes later, the traffic control desk feeds back the 
information. Tang Rui’s car left the city early in the morning yesterday and got 
off the secondary road. 

“It can’t be tracked after that.” Shu Sheng says, “But at least the general 
scope can be confirmed.” 

Lang Ruoxian’s acquaintance in the police suggests that if Tang Rui really did 
it, their work would be very passive. Lang Ruoxian simply lets the police 



pretend not to know anything about it. They will deal with it by themselves. He 
tells the house maid when they leave that if Yan Hua wakes up, let her rest 
assured and he will bring Tang Cao back soon. 

“According to the map, there are two villages, three abandoned factories and 
a farm within 50 kilometers of the intersection where Tang Rui got off the car.” 
The scholar turns on the computer. “Right here, Tang Rui drove down from 
here.” 

Four people stare at the computer to study and Chen Xiaopang almost pulls 
out his hair. “Where will they be? Where can the bastard lock up Tang Cao?” 

“It is very unlikely to be in the village.” Tong Yue says, “The goal is too 
obvious to be easily found.” 

Lang Ruoxian says, “Shu Sheng, let the people on the first two cars go to 
search the two villages and tell them to ask from door to door. Don’t let go of 
anything suspicious. The rest of us will go to the factory and search the three 
factories at the same time.” 

“How about the farm?” Chen Xiaopang asks, “Won’t we search the farm?” 

Lang Ruoxian looks out of the window at the passing highway sign. “Tang Rui 
won’t go to the farm. This farm has a lot of livestock. He won’t go there.” 

“Yes.” Tong Yue also nods. “I remember once his leather shoes accidentally 
stepped on mud, he took them off and threw them away.” 

Chen Xiaopang lets out a cry. “Yes! Yes! The idiot is afraid of dirt and seldom 
goes to the racecourse.” 

Lang Ruoxian thinks factories will be more possible, so he goes there to look 
for Tang Cao in person. Because they take a lot of people, and the three 
factories are searched quickly at the same time. But an hour passes, not to 
mention Tang Cao, they even don’t see a man. 

“They are not here.” Lang Ruoxian quickly returns to the car. “There is no 
trace of anyone here. Hurry up! Let’s go to those two villages.” 

When they arrive at the first village, the bodyguards have already come out. 
They have not found Tang Cao or Tang Rui’s car. 



“They must be in another village!” Chen Xiaopang starts to run and he meets 
a bodyguards in the halfway. The bodyguards say that Tang Cao has not 
been found either. Now that everyone is stunned. They can’t find him 
anywhere? 

Chen Xiaopang is so anxious that he wants to dig three feet into the ground. 
Everyone stands where they were. A few minutes later, Lang Ruoxian asks if 
the bodyguards who went to the two villages found any particularly large 
houses or cellars in the villages. 

“There seems to be one.” The bodyguard who went to the first village thinks 
for a moment and says, “There is a large ancestral temple in the west of this 
village, but we have seen no one in it.” 

“Can a car park there?” Lang Ruoxian asks. 

The bodyguard says yes definitely. 

“Lead the way. Go to the ancestral temple. All of us will go there.” 

As soon as they enter the village, they are blocked by the villagers. A middle-
aged man with a straw hat won’t let them pass. 

“Why are you sneaking into our village?” 

“We are looking for someone.” Shu Sheng says patiently, “We will not damage 
anything in the village. Let’s go inside and we shall leave after searching.” 

The man with a straw hat shouts, “No way! Who knows what you want to do 
on earth. We can’t let you in!” 

The villagers behind shouts not to let them enter. Lang Ruoxian pushes Shu 
Sheng aside. “Make way for us. Each person will get 1,000 yuan.” 

“Don’t listen to him to talk nonsense!” The man with a straw hat shouts again. 
“There are so many of us. They are not stupid. How can they give us so much 
money?” 

Lang Ruoxian glances at Shu Sheng. Shu Sheng takes out several stacks of 
money from his briefcase. “Fellow villagers, come and get the money!” 



When the villagers see that there is really so much money, they spread out 
immediately. Shu Sheng gives the money to two bodyguards and asks them 
to distribute it to everyone. 

“Catch the man with a straw hat.” Lang Ruoxian whispers. 

Chen Xiaopang sees that the man with a straw hat is quietly retreating behind 
the team and is about to run away. He rushes up to grab the man’s arm and 
twists it back. 

“What are you doing? Let me go!” The man with a straw hat shouts, “Help! 
They are going to hit me! Help me quickly!” 

But the villagers are all robbing money and no one cares for him. 

Lang Ruoxian has the man taken far away. The man’s eyes are wandering 
around all the time and it is unknown what he is thinking about. When Lang 
Ruoxian asks him questions, he answers no to all the questions. He just looks 
up and shakes his head. 

“You don’t know anything, do you?” Lang Ruoxian snorts. “Well, stab him in 
his thigh by a knife.” 

The man with a straw hat doesn’t say “you dare” before he sees red at the 
moment and feels sharp pain in his thigh. He looks down and sees the blood 
spout out. 

“Ah!” The man with a straw hat screams, “You… You…” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at him coldly. “You know who I’m looking for. Lead me to 
find him.” 
“I don’t know. I really… Ah!!” 

He is stabbed again. 

The man’s face turns pale and his thighs are bleeding. He kneels on the 
ground and cries. 

“Lead the way or not?” Lang Ruoxian asks again. 

The man with a straw hat looks at the raised knife and nods hurriedly. “Lead! I 
will lead the way. Stop the bleeding for me! You stop the bleeding for me!” 



“When we get there, we will naturally help you stop bleeding. Now, lead the 
way.” 

The man with a straw hat cannot walk any more halfway. He scares himself 
too much and his face is whiter than that of a ghost. Two bodyguards carry 
him and he shakes his finger to point the direction. Finally they enter the 
ancestral temple and there is nobody inside. 

“Move… Move the leftmost censer.” The man with a straw hat lies dying on 
the ground and says, “There is a blind pass under…” 

Shu Sheng comes forward and moves it. With a rumble, several steps appear 
under the altar. 

“Don’t go. Call an ambulance for me!” Seeing that they have left him behind, 
the man with a straw hat quickly begs piteously. “I am going to die. Please 
help me!” 

A bodyguard knocks directly at the back of his neck, and the man with a straw 
hat passes out. 

The steps are not long. There is a sports car parking below. Chen Xiaopang is 
just about to shout when Tong Yue covers his mouth. 

“Keep your voice down!” 

Around the car, there is also a small iron gate. There is a faint curse inside. 
And when they come closer, the voice becomes clearer and clearer. 

“Dare you let me see you! Don’t think I don’t know who you are, Tang Rui, you 
idiot. You’ll have to kill me, or you will get killed when I go out.” 

It’s Tang Cao’s voice! 

“F**k!” Chen Xiaopang is the first to rush in. “Tang Cao!” 

The people inside are stunned. The next second Tang Rui with a whip tries to 
run away from the other door. The bodyguards step up and hold him down. 
Two other men, who are unfamiliar to them, are also pressed to the ground by 
the bodyguards. 



“Tang Cao, are you still alive? Didn’t you call names just now? You move your 
body!” Chen Xiaopang kneels down in front of Tang Cao, who is covered in 
blood. Chen Xiaopang is trembling and doesn’t dare to touch Tang Cao. 

Lang Ruoxian comes over and removes the sack from Tang Cao’s head. Shu 
Sheng carefully examines Tang Cao’s body. 

“Young Master, both legs of his are broken.” 

Tang Cao’s face is comparatively cleaner. He squints at Lang Ruoxian. 
“Brother… Brother Ruoxian. Hahaha! I knew it… I knew you would find me… 
me…” 

Before he finishes saying, his head tilts and he doesn’t move. 

“Tang Cao! Tang Cao!” Chen Xiaopang is almost scared to death. Tong Yue 
holds him down. “He goes faint.” 

Chen Xiaopang stands up and picks up the stick on the ground and rushes to 
Tang Rui. He smashes it mindlessly, crying and scolding. “F**k you b***h, are 
you still a f**king person, ah! You are not human, are you? He is your cousin, 
your cousin!” 

Tang Rui is smashed and screams. Shu Sheng asks the bodyguards to pull 
Chen Xiaopang back. 

“Young Master, the ambulance will arrive soon.” 

When Lang Ruoxian arrives, he calls an ambulance, which has reached the 
village entrance. 

“What about this beast?” Chen Xiaopang is unwilling. “Just let him go?” 

Once they get out, the first branch of Tang Family will certainly protect Tang 
Rui. The torture Tang Cao suffered during this day and night will be nothing. 

Lang Ruoxian gently puts Tang Cao on the ground, picks up the bloody stick 
from the table and walks to Tang Rui step by step. 

“What do you want to do?” Tang Rui has just been beaten by Chen Xiaopang 
and blood is all over his face. He looks at Lang Ruoxian in horror and shrinks 
into the corner. “If you dare to touch me, my father will not let you go! You 
second branch are going to pay for my life!” 



Lang Ruoxian slowly raises the stick. “Don’t worry. I won’t so easily kill you.” 
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Chapter 279 Who Should Find Whom to Settle Accounts 
Yan Hua rushes into the hospital and doesn’t have time to wait for the 
elevator. She runs up the stairs to the eighth floor. In the VIP ward, Lang 
Ruoxian sees her come in and hugs her. 

“Where is Tang Cao? Ah? Where is Tang Cao?” Yan Hua cries and asks. 

Lang Ruoxian holds her face in his hands. “Tang Cao has no life threatening. 
His legs are broken and he has many injuries. In the part where hurt most 
badly, his bones are exposed. All these can be cured. Don’t worry. Don’t 
worry!” 

“His legs… Are broken by beating?” Yan Hua covers her mouth. How painful it 
would be! How did Tang Cao endure the torture a day and a night? 

Lang Ruoxian hugs her. “Tang Rui went there this morning. The men who 
took Tang Cao away did not hit him.” 

“Where is Tang Rui?” Yan Hua doesn’t move in his arms, but her voice is 
cold. 

“I handed him over to the police.” 

Yan Hua struggles. Lang Ruoxian says hastily. “I broke his legs. He had more 
injuries than Tang Cao.” 

“Sister!” Chen Xiaopang calls her. “Rest assured! Brother Ruoxian broke that 
beast Tang Rui’s legs inch by inch.” He feels pain at the thought of the scene. 

“Although there was no obvious wound on his body, I broke at least a few ribs 
of his and there were probably many internal injuries.” Chen Xiaopang 
clenches his fists. “We have avenged Tang Cao.” 

When the doctor pushes Tang Cao to come over, Tang Cao opens his eyes 
widely and his legs are hung in mid-air. Except his head, he is wrapped like a 
mummy. He waves his only movable hand at everyone. 

“I am back again!” 



Yan Hua wants to hug him but is afraid of touching his wounds. She stands in 
front of the hospital bed, crying tearfully. 

“Sister, you don’t cry. You see, I have to comfort you!” Tang Cao grins 
cheekily. “I just look terrible, but actually I am fine. By the way, you don’t tell 
our parents, do you? Grandma would be worried if she knew it.” 

Yan Hua touches his head. “I didn’t say that. I’ll tell them when you get better 
in several days. Broken bones need 100 days to cure. You can’t hide the fact 
from them because you can’t remove the plaster when they come back next 
month.” 

“Then you can tell them that I went out to play with Chen Xiaopang. He was 
an idiot and crashed another car, which broke my legs.” 

Chen Xiaopang cries. “Tang Cao, you requite kindness with enmity. I cried for 
you several times today and broke the bones of that beast Tang Rui.” 

“Where is Tang Rui?” Tang Cao hasn’t felt any pain for the anesthetic for the 
wound is still working. He begins to think how to revenge. “Sister, I tell you, 
none of you should stop me. When I am cured, if I don’t break the beast’s legs 
I will walk backwards!” 

“There’s no need for you, Brother Ruoxian has already broken his legs. He 
has broken them inch by inch.” Chen Xiaopang narrates the scene again and 
looks at Lang Ruoxian’s with shining eyes. 

Tang Cao is so excited that he carelessly touches the wound. Yan Hua 
quickly holds him down. “Stay still. Or the wound will be broken and need 
stitches again.” 

“You stay still in the hospital!” Tong Yue rubs his eyebrows. “I’ll go home and 
get some sleep.” 

Chen Xiaopang raises his hand. “I’ll stay here to accompany you.” 

Anyway, the VIP ward is a suite with everything needed. 

“I will stay, too.” Lang Ruoxian bows his head. “Hua, go home and come back 
tomorrow morning to bring him some food.” 



“Are you afraid that my uncle’s family will come to make trouble?” Yan Hua’s 
expression is cold. “I won’t go either. I’ll wait for them.” 

Lang Ruoxian kisses her. “Be obedient, it’s midnight. Let Shu Sheng take you 
back. It’s more convenient for me when they come and you’re not here. You 
should keep several bodyguards in the house these days, and you should 
also take bodyguards when you come tomorrow morning. Remember?” 

“I’ll send sister back.” Tong Yue says, “I’ll pick up sister tomorrow morning.” 

Tang Cao ogles Tong Yue. “I knew you cared about me. Say! Did you secretly 
cry too?” 

“You shut up!” Tong Yue glares at him. “Why didn’t the doctor sew your 
mouth?” 

Just when they go out of the elevator, Tong Yue and Shu Sheng suddenly pull 
Yan Hua to hide behind the pillar. 

“What…” Yan Hua sees Huo Liyun and Tang Yu coming in from the hospital 
door before she finishes asking. Huo Liyun obviously has cried and is angry. 

When they get into the elevator, the three people come out. 

“My aunt and Tang Yu are not the opponents of Lang Ruoxian. I can feel free 
to go home.” Yan Hua shrugs. “Because of his identity, my uncle should not 
come.” 

Tong Yue suddenly says, “We forget one thing.” 

“Ah?” 

Tong Yue is about to say when Yan Hua’s mobile phone rings. She glances at 
it. “Why does my mother call so late?” 

“That’s what I want to say.” Tong Yue points to her mobile phone. “Even we 
don’t mention it, but Tang Rui’s family must have notified your mother…” 

Yan Hua opens her mouth and hesitates whether to answer the phone. But 
she knows that if she doesn’t answer the phone, Bai Susu and other elders 
must be more worried. She sighs and presses the answer key. 



“Hua, has Ruoxian hit Tang Rui to be disabled?” Bai Susu asks over the 
phone. 

Tang Yao’s gloating voice can still be faintly heard. “It’s good for him to be 
disabled, preventing him doing bad things to others…” 

“What the hell is going on?” 

Yan Hua organizes the language and tells Bai Susu that Tang Rui hired some 
people to kidnap Tang Cao. Fortunately, Lang Ruoxian arrived in time and 
nothing too serious happened. 

“This beast!” Yan Hua hears her father growl over there. “How dare he kidnap 
my son? Huo Liyun should feel bashful to call me.” 

Bai Susu asks, “Where is Tang Cao? You let him answer the phone.” 

“Tang Cao… Tang Cao is in the hospital.” Yan Hua bows her head and says, 
“His legs are broken and get plastered, so he has to stay in hospital for 
several days.” 

There is rustling sounds. Then Bai Susu’s voice comes again. “We’ll go back 
tomorrow.” 

“Mom, don’t worry. Tang Cao is fine, otherwise I wouldn’t have told you so 
easily!” 

“Then I also want to go back. How can you children solve such a big 
problem?” Bai Susu’s voice is still very calm. “If your aunt goes to make 
trouble, you let her wait. Wait for me to go back tomorrow to deal with her.” 

Yan Hua says “oh”, and the phone is hung up. She hurriedly calls Lang 
Ruoxian, but it only rings once and she hangs up. 

“I’ll call him again later. Huo Liyun may have arrived in the ward by now.” 

Huo Liyun rushes into the ward and runs straight towards Lang Ruoxian. She 
stretches out a finger to point at Lang Ruoxian and scolds. “How dare you? 
How dare you hit my son like that? I will put you in jail! 10 years, no! I’m going 
to put you in jail for life!” 



Her eyes are totally red, and she throws herself on Lang Ruoxian to hit him. 
Chen Xiaopang, who has been on guard, pushes her away. If it weren’t for 
Tang Yu, she would fall to the ground. 

“Lang Ruoxian.” Tang Yu says with a straight face, “Even if there is some 
contradiction between our two families, you can’t hit Tang Rui like that. Let 
alone being relatives, even ordinary people won’t hit others like that.” 

“It is a mercy to hit him!” Tang Cao lies on his sickbed and shouts, “I tell you, 
the first thing I’ll do when I’m cured is to settle accounts with Tang Rui. You’d 
better hide him well.” 

Huo Liyun and Tang Yu discover that Tang Cao seems to be seriously injured. 
Huo Liyun grits her teeth. “I don’t care why you fight. You are not fighting 
match for Tang Rui, so you just let Lang Ruoxian break his legs. How hard-
hearted are you?” 

Huo Liyun cries. “My son’s bones are broken into pieces! You are too hard-
hearted.” 

“Hard-hearted?” Lang Ruoxian finally says, “You’d better meet someone first 
and then say ‘hard-hearted’.” 

Shu Sheng pushes the door and comes in. “Young Master, the man has been 
brought here.” 

The man with two holes in his leg is sitting in a wheelchair. When he sees 
Lang Ruoxian, he shivers, probably because a shadow has been left in his 
heart. 

“Talk about what Tang Rui asked you to do from beginning to end.” Lang 
Ruoxian raises his eyebrows. “Don’t say more, but don’t say less.” 

The man grunts and nods. “I will say, I will say all…” 

This man, named Zhao Laohei, has no regular job. He runs to the city to pick 
and steal. He knows a man who is a hooligan. The day before yesterday the 
hooligan suddenly came to him and said that there was a good chance to 
make a fortune. 

“He gave me a phone number and said that this is the boss. He asked me to 
listen to the boss. I called and the boss asked me to kidnap a person.” Zhao 



Laohei glances at Tang Cao. Tang Cao looks at him, whose eyes are as 
sharp as a knife. 

“I… I refused at first!” Zhao Laohei is about to cry. “Kidnapping is such a big 
deal. How dare I do that? But Tang Rui said that he wouldn’t kill the person or 
kidnap for ransom. He just wanted to tie him up to hit him.” 

Tang Rui gave him 100,000 yuan. Zhao Laohei had never seen so much 
money in his life and made up his mind to agree. He himself alone was not 
enough, so he found two helpers from the village and gave them 5,000 yuan 
each. 

“We took the person to the village. Before the liberation, there was a secret 
passage of the ancestral temple in our village. Later… Later… Tang Rui… 
Tang Rui broke his legs and hit him with a whip. There were barbs on the 
whip, and even bones were exposed in many places on his body.” 

Zhao Laohei looks at Tang Cao secretly again. “Later… You have known what 
happened later.” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at Huo Liyun and Tang Yu who are stunned. “Why? Don’t 
you believe it?” 

“You are talking nonsense!” Huo Liyun rushes up to beat Zhao Laohei and is 
stopped by Shu Sheng. 

Cheng Xiaopang runs over with his mobile phone. “Come on, recognize him. 
Isn’t it him?” 

“Yes, yes! That’s him.” Zhao Laohei nods repeatedly like pounding garlic. “I 
know his name is Tang Rui and he is a second generation of officials.” 

Huo Liyun screams and wants to rush to him. “You are talking nonsense! You 
are talking nonsense!” 

“Mom!” Tang Yu shouts, “Calm down!” 

Huo Liyun stays where she was and shakes her head absently. “Impossible… 
Impossible.” 

“If Brother Ruoxian hadn’t been clever and quickly found me, I would have 
been a corpse now.” Tang Cao looks at Huo Liyun and Tang Yu with extreme 



disgust. “Who will you say to be hard-hearted? Your son deserves to be hit. 
He owes me!” 

Tang Yu is dark-faced. “Lang Ruoxian, if this is really true, we will give Tang 
Cao an explanation. But if you have done something to cause this, then don’t 
blame us.” 

“Go ahead.” Lang Ruoxian glances at him lightly. “You called my mother-in-
law, didn’t you? She will be back tomorrow. You’d better be quick to give your 
explanation.” 

He has just received a text message from Yan Hua, knowing that Bai Susu 
and other elders have booked the plane tickets. 

“Mom, let’s go.” Tang Yu takes away Huo Liyun who is quite confused and 
stupefied. Chen Xiaopang chases them to the door and spits. “What the hell, a 
bastard family!” 
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Chapter 280 I Want to Pee 
Tang Rui was sent to the hospital by the police. A young police officer is left to 
wait for Tang Family members. The young policeman doesn’t know what 
happened clearly and just tells Huo Liyun that Lang Ruoxian, who is the son-
in-law of the second branch of Tang Family, also involved in Tang Rui and 
Tang Cao’s fight. 

“If you want to report the case, you can come to the police station later.” The 
policeman says and runs away. 

At that time, Tang Yu still felt that the quality of these policemen were not 
good. Now he knows why he runs away. How can they take such a case… 

“Mom, don’t cry first. When Tang Rui wakes up, ask him what’s going on.” 
Huo Liyun is sitting in the ward, crying all the time. She curses Lang Ruoxian 
while crying. 

The other people of the first branch of Tang Family just returned. Tang Ming is 
now during the key period of the transition of the new leading group. Huo 
Liyun calls Tang Ming’s secretary, but he just doesn’t know when Tang Ming 
will come. 



“I will not spare Lang Ruoxian.” Huo Liyun makes a determined effort to say. 
“The doctor says that even if your brother’s legs are recovered, they can’t be 
like those of a normal person. We will not wait for your father. You will arrange 
for us to go abroad for his surgery immediately.” 

Tang Yu was originally afraid that Huo Liyun would keep fighting with the 
second branch. But fortunately she also knows that Tang Rui’s legs are more 
important. Soon he goes to contact, and on the same day they take Tang Rui 
to go to Mi Country. 

“Dad, that’s it.” The third son, Tang Jie stays behind to deal with the follow-up. 
“I went to the police station myself, and this probably was the truth.” 

Tang Ming’s face is as black as ink. He tries to endure but finally he can’t bear 
and pushes all the documents on the table to the ground. 

“This rebellious son! The rebellious son!” 

“Dad, take care of your health.” Tang Jie supports him. “It’s no use crying over 
spilt milk. We should think about how to solve the problem first. Don’t worry 
about Tang Rui’s injuries. Eldest Brother said that the doctor had already said 
that the best materials would be used as a steel plate for fixation.” 

After he recovers, it won’t affect normal life. At most he cannot participate in 
intense exercise. 

“Why should I still care about him?” Tang Ming sits on the chair panting. “Let 
him die outside, and I will forget having this son.” 

Tang Jie laughs in his heart. Isn’t Tang Rui his only son? Or Tang Rui would 
have died for many times because of what he had done during these years. 

“What did your Second Uncle say?” After calming down, Tang Ming asks. 

“No.” Tang Jie shakes his head. “Second Aunt and other elders are also in the 
hospital. Tang Cao’s injuries are quite serious.” 

Tang Ming is silent for a moment. “If they don’t mention it, we’ll forget it ever 
happened.” 

“Dad?” Tang Jie doesn’t expect him to say so. “Are we not going to investigate 
their responsibility?” 



“The investigation will not be done now.” Tang Ming sneers. “Wait until the 
changing the term of office is over.” 

Tang Jie reminds him. “I am afraid that my mother will be impulsive.” 

“I’ll call your mother.” Tang Ming rubs his forehead. “Your brother will stay 
abroad for the time being.” 

Hua Yating goes back her parents’ home again, crying. 

“How can he be hit to be crippled?” Her mother feels fear after the event. 
“Luckily you didn’t go out with him.” 

Hua Yating’s eyes are red-rimmed. “I don’t know if it will affect our life.” 

“Do you know who hit him?” Hua Zhong asks. 

“I don’t know.” Hua Yating is still in confinement in childbirth and usually stays 
in the room. 

A house maid told her that Tang Rui had an accident. She called Huo Liyun 
and Huo Liyun said that Tang Rui had been wounded and was going abroad 
for surgery. 

“He has to go abroad for surgery. How serious is that?” Hua Yating begins to 
cry again. 

“When your father-in-law gets off the stage, other people will often throw a 
sack over his head and hit him. What’s strange?” Hua Zhong says and Hua 
Yating cries even harder. 

Her mother glares at her son. “Don’t frighten your sister!” 

Hua Zhong doesn’t say a word, but he is thinking. What a coincidence! He 
knows that Tang Cao broke his leg in a fight with others. Is it Tang Rui who hit 
him? Then why did Tang Rui get injured more seriously than Tang Cao? 

“I’ll go out to play!” Hua Zhong stands up. 

Hua Yating cries and shouts, “Brother, Tang Rui has been like that, but you 
still want to go out and play?” 



“It doesn’t matter to me even if he is dead.” Hua Zhong snorts. “It’s good for 
him to be really dead, so you can take my nephew home to live. Then you 
don’t have to run home every two or three days.” 

“Mom, you see my second brother…” 

Her mother is too angry and wants to hit him, so she drives Hua Zhong out. 

In the hospital, a crowd of people surround in front of Tang Cao’s hospital 
bed. 

“Can you be cured?” Tang Yao touches the legs hung in the mid-air. 

Tang Cao squints at his father. “I am fractured, not amputated.” 

“If you can’t be cured, that’s also OK.” Tang Yao continues saying. “You can’t 
go out to play everywhere without good legs, which is also very economical.” 

“Mom, I’m actually the child of you and your first boyfriend, right?” Tang Cao 
has never lost when making sarcastic comments. 

Bai Susu glares at them in turns, and then tells Tang Yao coldly. “If talk 
nonsense again, you will stay to accompany him tonight.” 

“I am too old to accompany him at night!” Tang Yao coughs twice and leans 
weakly against Bai Susu’s shoulder. 

Bai Susu pushes him aside. “Ruoxian, what about those people kidnapped 
him?” 

“In detention.” Lang Ruoxian glances at his father-in-law who secretly takes 
fruits from the table. “The police don’t know how to convict them.” 

“Then keep them in custody first.” Chang Pei’e who is sitting on the sofa 
speaks, “Their confessions have been made, the police there know 
everything. It is impossible to withdraw the confessions. We don’t need to deal 
with those three people. Tang Ming will put them in jail for life.” 

The old lady loves her grandson dearly. If she hadn’t seen what Tang Cao 
looks in the video phone call in advance, she would have fainted when she 
enters the ward. 



“Tang Rui has gone abroad to cure his legs.” Tang Cao points to the air and 
scolds. “When he comes back, I will definitely let him break his legs again!” 

Having seen her son is energetic, Bai Susu rests assured and takes other 
elders to go home first. They came directly from the airport and even did not 
put luggage. Lulu is still waiting in the car. 

“Mom, you go back and I’ll stay with Tang Cao.” Yan Hua sends them to the 
elevator entrance. 

Lang Ruoxian touches her face. “In the evening I shall come over to deliver 
the dinner.” 

At home, Bai Susu calls Lang Ruoxian to the study. It is unknown what the 
two persons have said. It costs a long time anyway. 

Yan Hua receives a call from Hua Zhong when she is in the hospital. Hua 
Zhong asks her if Tang Cao is in the hospital. 

“How do you know?” Yan Hua does not deny it. 

Hua Zhong laughs. “I am just nearby. I will go and visit.” 

When Hua Zhong comes, Tang Cao is lying prone on the bed, whining. The 
previous efficacy of anesthetic stops and he feels pain all over. Especially in 
several deep wounds on the back, the pain is burning. 

“Why are you here?” Seeing Hua Zhong, he stares at Chen Xiaopang. “Did 
you say that?” 

“Can I get a loose tongue?” 

Tang Cao uses his eyes to tell Chen Xiaopang that he’s got a loose tongue. “If 
others see me look like that, I will lose all my fame!” 

“You move!” Yan Hua leers at him. “If the wound is touched, you will feel very 
painful.” 

Tang Cao stays still and lies prone there, looking at Hua Zhong. 

“Chen Xiaopang didn’t say it. Do you think you can really hide such a big thing 
from everyone?” Hua Zhong stares at him for a few seconds. “It looks like you 
won’t die for a while.” 



Tang Cao uses ferocious eyes to stare at him. 

“Don’t tease him.” Yan Hua pats the sofa. “Come and sit down.” 

Hua Zhong sits down and says. “Don’t worry! Few people know it, and now 
those who know it suspect that Tang Cao and Tang Rui had a fight.” He looks 
at Tang Cao who is wrapped like a mummy. “I don’t think it’s as simple as 
fighting…” 

One is lying here, the other is going abroad for treatment. If they really fight, 
they fight to the death. But these two people are not so brave… 

“Nothing.” Yan Hua smiles. 

Hua Zhong sees that she doesn’t want to talk, so he stops asking. After sitting 
for a while, he leaves. Yan Hua sends him out. Hua Zhong says. 

“Whatever you need, don’t hesitate to ask for help.” 

When Yan Hua returns, Tang Cao says b***hily, “I will tell Brother Ruoxian 
that you talk to another man behind his back.” 

“…” Yan Hua turns on her mobile phone and goes to the inner room. She 
hears Chen Xiaopang and Tang Cao start bragging about Lang Ruoxian. 

After this accident, Tang Cao is closer to Lang Ruoxian than to his own 
mother… 

In the evening, Lang Ruoxian comes to pick up Yan Hua. On the way home, 
Fei Shan calls. 

“How is Tang Cao?” He hears the matter from Fei Ying. Tomorrow he will 
come to Yanjing. “I shall find time to go to the hospital to visit him.” 

Yan Hua says. “You don’t have to come. You are a famous star, so it is 
inconvenient in case you are photographed.” 

“That’s all right…” Fei Shan knows that Yan Hua is afraid of Tang Cao’s 
hospitalization being known to others. “Then I’ll visit your home later.” 

Yan Hua asks, “Why do you come to Yanjing?” 



“That movie shot previously will be shown.” Fei Shan says, “I come to 
advertise it.” 

It is unknown where Wang Yihang is. The film and television company 
originally wanted to use this as a selling point, but it was rejected by Fei Shan. 
What is the value of using a sex scandal of a handsome young man as a 
selling point? 

In the hospital, the ward door is quietly pushed open and a small head peeps 
in. 

Fang Diandian looks around carefully for a few times. Chen Xiaopang is 
playing games with his mobile phone in the inner room. Tang Cao lies prone 
on the sickbed and falls asleep. Probably because of pain he doesn’t sleep 
soundly. He keeps frowning. 

“Xiaopang.” Fang Diandian slips quietly into the inner room and Chen 
Xiaopang almost falls off the bed because of being frightened. 

Chen Xiaopang looks outside. “Why are you so late? Tang Cao has just fallen 
asleep.” 

“I got an internship in a studio during the summer vacation. I just get off work.” 
Fang Diandian puts down the flowers and fruits she has brought. “How is 
Tang Cao?” 

“It hurts!” Chen Xiaopang yawns. “The nurse gave him pain-relieving 
medicine, but it didn’t work very well. It took him a long time to fall asleep.” 

Fang Diandian looks anxiously at Tang Cao on the sickbed. “Then let’s talk 
quietly. Don’t wake him.” 

“Are you still going to work tomorrow?” Chen Xiaopang asks. 

“No, it’s over.” Fang Diandian takes out an orange. “Do you want to eat?” 

Chen Xiaopang takes it and turns his eyes. “Why don’t you stay tonight?” 

Fang Diandian actually wants to stay. She wants to wait for Tang Cao to wake 
up and have a chat, but she is embarrassed… 



“I’ll go home.” Chen Xiaopang picks up the car key and says, “I’ll come back 
tomorrow morning and call the nurse if you need anything in the evening, but 
there is usually nothing.” 

Before Fang Diandian says anything, Chen Xiaopang runs away and calls 
Yan Hua when he is out of the hospital. 

“Sister, Diandian comes. I’ll leave first to give her a chance!” 

Yan Hua is surprised at first and then asks. “Do you also know it?” 

“Even the blind can see it.” Chen Xiaopang laughs. “That girl is a good girl. If 
Tang Cao and her can really become a couple, that will be good.” 

Fang Diandian sits in front of the hospital bed nervously. She doesn’t know 
how long it takes before she sees Tang Cao move. 

“Xiaopang, I want to pee.” 

If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
us know via our discord so we can fix it as soon as possible. 


